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Introduction
"The
Vasser

have
the
have twelve.
I have only six to protect me. tI.
when asked why the Palestinian National Authority
(PNA) needed so many security forces.

Since the outbreak of the second Intifada in 2000 and the simultane
ous end of the Oslo process/ numerous calls for a
have been made
reform of Palestinian institutions, especially the
from both inside and outside the
Territories. These demands
have become especially
over the last year as the PNA, indeed
has found itself facing its most
the whole Palestinian
acute crisis since the establishment of limited Palestinian self-rule in
1994. On the domestic
Palestinian senior officials and
political leaders, and civic organizations, as well as citizens from all
across the spectrum have urged the PNA to improve its performance
and transform itself into an effective set of institutions
of
m""t-;rv, the basic needs of the Palestinian people. At the same time,
international demands for change have been no less evident Palestin
ian reform has emerged as a key ingredient in Israeli and United
States (US) Middle East
and is one of the core elements of
the Quartet's 'Road Map to Israeli-Palestinian Peace. ,3
A key factor in this context is the reform of the Palestinian security
in particular its police forces and intelligence services and their

1 Bahatia, Shiham, "Arafat's Torturers Shock Palestine," in Guardian Weekly, 24
September 1995,

The term 'Oslo process' refers to the Israeli-Palestinian
negotiation
process that began with the 1993 Declaration of Principles
and ended
the reaching
with the 2000 Camp David negotiations, which terminated
of an agreement The contractual framework of the DOP and the subsequer
ments signed by the Israelis and Palestinians constitute the
of the PNA.
2

The 'Road Map' is a gradualist peace plan issued by the Quartet of Middle
East mediators in April 2003, The Quartet comprises the US, the European
Union (EU), the Russian Federation, and the United Nations (UN),

3

and control mechanisms. 4 The performance of these
by the
over the last ten years has been widely
Palestinians due to their inability to guarantee law and order and to
provide
Israeli attacks, and by the Israelis, for not
fulfilling their task of preventing violence aaainst their state.
r'l\l<>r<:l,nnr

the Occupied Territories constitute a unique backdrop for
efforts of Security Sector Reform (SSR). Unlike in other political con
for SSR in the
texts - such as Eastern Europe or Africa - the
Palestinian case is not a sovereign state, but a transitional regime with
contested leaitimacv and a disputed territorial basis. s
Against such a backdrop, this research paper will examine Palestinian
SSR in the
6 a scenario marked
renewed Israeli
occupation of the West Bank, the virtual devastation of the PNA, and
external pressure to overhaul the
Palestinian
institutions. The underlying
is threefold:
what are the
actual contents and objectives of SSR in the Palestinian context? Sec
ondly, who are the political actors
in the reform debate and
process, and what are their motivations? And thirdly, what are the
problems associated with the efforts to re
political and
shape the Palestinian security institutions? By undertaking such an
inquiry, this paper will also shed some light on the more aeneral ob
stacles that SSR faces in the context of state formation.
1. Structure of Analysis
to
the contents and objectives of
A major constraint when
SSR in the Occupied Territories arises from the fact that it is a subject
layered with multiple notions. There are different interpretations of
what SSR in the Palestinian context
• A comprehensive analysis of security sector reform in Palestine would have to
also include the Palestinian judiciary and penal system. This, however, is be
yond the scope of this research paper.
In substance, the PNA is a limited self-government system with limited
administrative, security, and legislative powers over limited areas in the West
Bank and Gaza. While the PNA lacks many fundamental characteristics of a
state territorial contiguity. sovereignty over land, water and airspace, a fiscal
base etc the fact that it can legitimately exercise violence to maintain social
order within the Occupied Territories gives it a state-like quality.
5

The 'post-Oslo phase' as understood here covers the period since the out
break of the second Intifada in September 2000 until the present (October 2004).

$

2

on the internal or external actors talking about SSR and their
tive political
and
There exist two con
flicting notions of Palestinian SSR, which can be described as the 're
Both
have their supstructurist and the
in both the international and domestic arenas. The 'restructur
ist' agenda is advocated by Israel and the US, but to a certain extent is
also advocated by some actors within the Palestinian
The 'reformist'
meanwhile, is chiefly a demand of the Pales
tinian citizenrv and civil societv and is sUDDorted externally by the EU.
Both notions
further explanation. The 'restructurist' agenaa
proposes a
of the Palestinian
forces with the
ultimate aim of removing control from the hands of Vasser Arafat,
president of the PNA.
to this
SSR functions as a
tool for changing the
Palestinian power structure by weaken
ing Arafat's hegemonic
with the long-term
of dis
mantling the Arafat order in its entirety. Vasser Arafat, however, is
widely
as the democratically elected president of the PNA,
even if his rule in
has always shown authoritarian traits. The
'restructurist'
stands therefore in contrast to the normative
underpinning of SSR, which is the promotion and transfer of democ
ratic structures. In other words, it is not concerned with democratizing
the Palestinian
sector but rather with changing the reqime; it
is thus contradictory to the very meaning of SSR.
In contrast, the objective underlying the 'reformist'
is the
transformation of the PNA
institutions so that they can
an
effective and democratically accountable role in providing
for
the Palestinian people. Indeed, reforming the Palestinian security
forces in accordance with SSR precepts has been a
demand of the Palestinian citizenry and civil society that dates back to
the Oslo years. s The 'reformist' aoenda reflects the concern of the
7 Running for the position of chairman (the title was later
of the PNA in the first Palestinian general elections in 1996, Vasser Aratat won
with 87 percent of the voles. Although the second elections to the PNA presi
dency and the Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC) - which were originally
scheduled for January 2003 have not been held. polls indicate that 54 percent
of the Palestinian electorale would again vote for Arafat. Palestinian Center for
Policy and Survey Research (PCPSR). Poll No. 12,24-27 June 2004. p. 8.

e According to the PCPSR, an overwhelming majority of 93 percent of the
Palestinians supports inside and outside calls for fundamental political reforms.
With regard to the security sector, 79 percent support the unification of the
Palestinian security services under the control of the Cabinet. and 85 percent
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Palestinian public with the security agencies' performance, especially in
terms of their
of
and lack of
for
human rights, their inability to uphold law and order, and their failure
to
the Palestinians against incursions of the Israel Defense
Forces (lDF).9
Against the background of this conceptual divide, the research paper is
structured as follows: the first section will examine the theoretical
and
concept of SSR and take a close look at the origins,
problems of the SSR
the second section will provide a detailed
of SSR in the emerging Palestinian state by scrutinizing the
l"It"r,c>rlm",,, of the actors involved and contrasting SSR precepts with the
factual Situation on the ground. This examination will be made with
and societal dimen
reference to the political, institutional,
sion of SSR: the political dimension sets the overall context for
the institutional dimension describes the characteristics of the security
and the economic and societal dimensions
sector to which SSR
set forth the necessary support mechanisms for successful reform. lo In
accordance with the assumption that a genuine reform of the Pales
tinian security sector is primarily and originally an internal demand,
special
will therefore be
on the domestic Palestinian
setting and the respective actors engaged in the reform process.
2. Theory and Methodology

A systematic analysis of SSR in the Occupied Territories faces several
theoretical and
difficulties. The first concerns the relative
in
novelty of the SSR agenda itself. SSR as a key concept has
policy circles only very
While academic work on the topic is
thus limited, at the same time there is a plethora of policy papers on
the operational and technical aspects of SSR. In particular, there is a
support the appointment of an effective interior minister who controls the secu
rity services on a clear legal basis, Meanwhile, 42 percent of the Palestinians
believe thai the PNA itself is the factor
the processes of reform but
with only 12 percent
that Vasser
opposes them, PCPSR. Press
2004,
Release Poll No. 13,23-26
The security services receive one of the least positive ratings of ail PNA
institutions, with only 35 percent of Palestinians considering their performance
in a favorable light. Ibid,

9

10 Chanaa, Jane, Security Sector Reform: Issues, Challenges, and Prospects,
Adelphi Paper 344, Oxford: International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS),
2002, p, 28,
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lack of a clear and systematic analysis of the
grounded in
political science
that must entail a critical assessment of its
underpinning.
A second
difficulty relates to the multiple-level character of
SSR in the Palestinian context and the variety of
involved.
Although
from the Palestinian domestic arena, efforts to
reshape the Palestinian security sector are deeply embedded in the
wider context of the Palestinian/Arab-Israeli conflict. This means that
SSR has ramifications on both the
and the
levels as well as the local
with all three levels
intertwined and each havinq mutual influence in relation to the others.
A third constraint is a practical one, given the lack of academic litera
tUre and empirical material on the Palestinian security sector with
to the timeframe evaluated here. The
work mostly
relates to the Oslo period,13 and the few articles covering the post-Oslo
security domain are based mostly on Israeli
sources. 14 The
basis of this paper therefore consists mainly of PNA docu
ments, internal working papers, and the findings of personal field
research. 15
11 The regional level refers to the set of state-actors gpn(1r!'lnh
the Occupied Territories - in particular Israel, Egypt,
interaction with the PNA.

adjacent to
and their

The international level refers to the wider set of international actors interacting
with the PNA, especially the Quartet and its members, but also Norway, Japan,
and individual member states of the EU.
13 Such as, for example Lia. Brynjar, A Police Force wilhoul a Siale: The Pales
tinian Security Forces and International Police Aid in the West Bank and Gaze.
London: Ithaca, 2004; Peake, Gordon, Policing Peace: The Establishment of
Police Forces in the Palestinian Territories and Kosovo, Dphil Thesis, Oxford
2003; Milton-Edwards, Beverley, "Palestinian State-Building: Police and Citi
zens as Test of Democracy," in British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies, Vol.
25 (1998) No.1, pp. 95-119.

Such as Luft, Gal, From Clandestine Army to Guardians of Terror: The Pales
tinian Security Forces and the Second Intifada, Ariel Center for Policy Research
(ACPR), www.acpr.org.iIlENGLISH-NATIV/Q4-issuelluft-4.hlm.

14

This research was conducted between 21 July and 11 August 2004 in Ramal
lah and Jerusalem and encompasses 15 half-standardized interviews with
Palestinian and Israeli officials, academics, journalists, and representatives of
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), as well as representatives of the
donor community. Systematic research was complicated by the sensitive nature
of the subject, the unstable domestic situation at the time of the author's stay,
15

5

Such shortfalls render the construction of an effective analytical
framework more difficult. The theoretical frame that seems most ade
quate in terms of
Palestinian SSR is the concept of democ
ratic transformation. Democratic transformation refers to the transi
tion 16 of a political system from authoritarian rule to
17 It
can be
defined as a long-term and dynamic process that con
sists of progress towards a more
more consensual t and
more
type of
18 The democratic transformation
approach is on the one hand sufficiently broad to include the concep
tual dimension of
in particular its normative key elements of civil
democratic oversight and control, which are central in any process of
post-authoritarian or post-conflict transition. The analysis of the SSR
agenda in the
first section will thus be made with reference to
the idea of democratic transformation as a deontological concept.
At the same
the democratic transformation approach also offers
theoretical frameworks for
empirically with the emerging Pal
estinian state. Transition in the Palestinian context is a rather complex
process that entails at least two vectors. On the one hand, there is a
transition from external rule to some form of statehood and territorial
--------.~.--------------

and the adverse effects of the Israeli closure policy, which rendered research in
locations other than those mentioned above impossible.
16 Transition is defined Ilere as the interval between the existence of one politi
cal regime and another; it is thus not an established order, but on the contrary,
constitutes periods of disorder.
17 Both of the terms 'authoritarian rule' and 'democracy' are loaded with evalua
tive and context-dependent connotations; this makes it extremely difficult if not
impossible to agree on a single timeless and objective definition. However, in
order to operate on a clear conceptual basis some definition of both terms is
'Authoritarian rule' is hence understood here broadly as a
that is characterized by the restriction of freedom in favor of
to authority. Features of 'authoritarian rule' may entail (1) the location of political
power with a single leader or a small group, (2) the exercise of this political
unbound by legal or political restrictions, (3) a high degree of
personalization, and arbitrariness in decision-making, (4) a lack
of the rule of law, (5) limited political pluralism, and (6) the existence of parallel
structures of domination, mobilization, and conlroL Likewise, 'democracy' may
be defined as a form of rule based on
) equal citizenship and civil rights
shared by all,
popular sovereignty
universal suffrage, (3) defense of
minorities, (4)
and regular elections, (5) separation of powers among legis
lative, executive, and juridical branches, and (6) the rule of law.

18 Whitehead. Laurence, Democratization. Theory and Experience. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2002, p. 27.
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implying the transformation of a revolutionary and exiled
liberation organization into a territorial
with responsibility
there is a vector
for administration and bureaucracy.
running from authoritarian rule to democracy, with the PNA constitut
a hybrid that embodies characteristics of both. Formal mechanisms
that are
to
for the democratic conduct and operation
of the Palestinian regime exist and function, but they are secondary to
which are informal
the actual power and
and which consist of power concentration and social control by sur
intimidation, and material incentives. 19
A good starting point for the analysis of such multi-dimensional trans
when looking at limited
is
formation processes,
an actor-centered perspective. The analysis of the internal political
context for SSR here is thus informed by an elite-oriented approach 2o
to system transformation that analyses the
and
of
the institutional and personal actors involved in transforming a political
According to this
the transition from authoritarian
and
rule to democracy is a function of a continuous process of
redefining the
and options between actors on
the elite level. The elite approach seems
of doing
to
the highly dynamic nature of Palestinian politics and its implications for
of SSR. However, it is
to note that the
the political
elite is not an autonomous actor but is in multiple ways bound to the
societal realm and to the Dolitical demands that oriqinate from there.

See
Brighton:

19

Ghanem, Asad, The Palestinian
Academic Press, 2002, pp.

A 'Partial Democracy.'

20 The term 'elite' here refers to the so-called Politically Relevant Elite
The PRE comprises those persons in a given political system who wield
influence and power inasmuch as they take strategic decisions or
declsion·making on a national level, contribute to defining political norms and
values (including the definilion of 'national interest'), and directly influence
political discourse on strategic issues. It encompasses top government, admin
istrative. and political leaders, but also reaches beyond this to include groups
that contribute to pOlitical processes or influence them from various sidelines,
such as leaders of mass movements and people who
tion of political relevance. Perthes, Volker, "Politics and Elite Change in the
Arab World," In Perthes, Voker (ed.), Arab Eliles: Negoliating Ihe Politics of
Change. London: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2004, pp. 1-36, p. 5.

Merkel, WOlfgang, Syslemtransformalion. Opladen: Leske & Budrich, 1999, p.
102.

21
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I. The Concept of

Sector Reform (SSR)

In order to analyze the SSR
it is .m."!","!";>,,!""
is meant by the terms
sector' and
sector reform. /
Both terms have been
to a contentious debate in
circles
set of
over the past five years or so, and there is no clear and
definitions. Present usage tends to be dictated by the concerns of
sector
particular academic or policy communities. Broadly, the
of a state may be defined as encompassing those elements that have
been granted a legitimate and exclusive role in the exercise of coercive
power in society to deal with external and internal threats to the secu
of the state and its citizens. As such, it
all those organi
to use, or order the use of force, or the
zations that have
threat of force, as well as those civil structures that are resDonsible for
their oversight, management, and control. 22
According to this
the security sector may be viewed as
comprising three pillars: (1) groups with a mandate to wield the in
strument of violence such as military and
intelli
gence services, and
forces together with
guards and
customs officers/personnel, (2) institutions with a role in managing
and
the
civilian ministries
and parliaments, but also
for guar
22 Oversight is a broad concept and means the flV,.rv,,,,,wmn
guidelines - most commonly in the form of laws
for the
and its
agencies by the Legislative. Management refers to the operationalizalion of
these guidelines on the part of the Executive, I.e., their translation into adminis
trative regulations and technical procedures. Control in this context is under
stood as the checking of the Executive by the
and the Legislative
against the background of the
guidelines,
and rules. See
Born, Hans, Democratic
of the Security Sector: What Does it Mean?,
Geneva Center for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces
Working
Paper No.9, April 2002, p. 3.
23 NGOs can be defined as
that pursue political, social, cultural, or
economic objectives and that are independent from the political authority, seek
to serve the public interest, and do not aim at
in order to share it
among its members. See for instance Barghouthi,
"The Palestinian
NGOs and Their Contribution to Policy Making." in Palestinian Academic Soci
for the Study of International Affairs (PASSIA) (ed.),
Analysis, Jeru
1998,pp.63-68, p.64.
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the rule of law
ombudsmen.

the Judiciary, the

and human

The overall aim of SSR is therefore the transformation of security in
stitutions to ensure that they play an
and de
mocratically
role in providing external and internal security
for their citizens. This definition underlines the process character of
SSR and implies a holistic view of the security sector, with its trans
formation
the
of <:tr.~n(1lth~'n
and the rule of law as well as the nr,\t""""r,n;'1
security forces.
The origins of the SSR agenda are to be found in two main sectors.
The first is what can be called the Western donor community,
the
network of national and international actors
material, financial,
or conceptual aid to countries undergoing processes of development
and transition. Here the dramatic processes of
after the end of
the Cold War and the
reorientation of the Western
priorities have prompted a rapprochement between the two distinct
policy and academic communities of
and
fense. From the early 1990s onward, the development community
shifted attention to the important role that the security sector plays in
issues related to economic
and peace consolidation. At the
same time, in the security community, particularly in the field of civilmilitary
the post-communist transition processes in Central
and Eastern
led many analysts to think more holistically about
the role of security sector actors in political and economic reform. 2S
In this respect, the actors engaged in the conceptual emergence of
SSR fall into three main
each
a particular set of
concerns. The first
the UN, which through its role in peace
and international administrations developed a special
interest in the processes of demobilization and
of com
batants. The second encompasses
regional institutions, in
particular the EU and the North Atlantic
Organization (NATO),
which in the context of their eastwards enlargement made the reform

Clingendaellinlernalional AlertlSaferworld, Towards a Better Practice Frame
work in Security Sec/or Reform. Broadening the Debate, Occasional SSR Paper
No.1, August 2002, p. 1

24

Edmunds, Timothy, Security Sector Reform: Concepts and Implementation,
DeAF, Working Paper No. 86, October 2002, p. 1.
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of the candidate members' security sectors a condition of eventual
membership. The third
meanwhile,
Western de
velopment
that believe development assistance plays a
direct role in conflict prevention and peace consolidationY
The second origin of the SSR
is connected to the transition
processes
by developing and former socialist countries since
the 1980s, especially in the context of the end of military rule in many
Latin American states and the second wave of democratization in Africa.
A great many of the advocates and practitioners of SSR are located
here,
actors such as NGOs, academic institutions, and reform
minded members of the political elite. The impetus for
the
security sector has varied greatly depending on the political context:
for
in Eastern
and Latin America SSR is seen as a
of a broader democratization process, whereas in many African
countries it is oerceived as Dart of advanCing peace and development. 28
Given the twofold origin of the
it is little wonder that the
contexts of SSR cover a vast array of
ranging from states
undergoing the transition to democracy and emerging or consolidating
states to conflict-torn societies and
settlement and recon
struction scenarios. In all those cases the reform of the security sector
is conceptually linked to wider processes of good governance,29 which
itself is seen as an element of democratic transformation.
However, the policy framework of SSR suffers from grave shortfalls,
both in conceptual and broader theoretical terms. Conceptually, the
notion of SSR has been widely discussed and written about, but rela
These are in particular the World Bank. the
for Economic Coop
eration and Development
and
development ministries and
States Agency for Intemational Development
primarily the
the UK's Department for International Development (DFID), and the
Gesellschaft fOr Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ).

26

27

See Chanaa, Security Sector Reform, pp. 16-27.

See Lill, Damien/Luckham, RobertJvon
ented Approach to Governance and Security
London September 2002. p. 1.

28

Michael, A Goal Ori
International Alert,

The concept of good governance refers to the mechanisms and arrange
ments through which appropriate public goods are provided for the citizens of a
state in an effective and efficient manner. It consists of four elements: transpar
accountability, the effective and legitimate use of resources, and the role
of civil society.
29

It

little consideration has been paid to the contexts of reform.
This conceptual-contextual divide becomes particularly relevant in the
case of state formation.
First of
there is no clear
on both the donor and
.
stands for. Not unlike
ent levels - on what the term
'democrac~ / 'security' is
much a fluid concept with different
meanings for different actors in
contexts. In recent years, there
has been a shift from state-centered to human-centered approaches:
of 'human
in the 1994 United
the
Nations Development Program (UNDP) Human Development Report
is associated with
the notion of security to cover not only
of
but also the physical
the military or external
of individuals and communities,
protection from crime,
violence. Current policy debates on security reform, however, some
times alo55 over the underlying political factors that sustain conflict.
A second critical paint, in
a
of the state-centered approach,
is the SSR agenda's
on public
institutions,
in
stitutions with an official mandate to
This orienta
tion may differ
from the realities of the emeraina-state context.
Actors such as vigilant groups, civil defense
companies, which are symptoms of the failure of state institutions to
cannot
be excluded from the
law and
sector, and there are crucial questions concerning their control and
in conflict-torn
the monopoly of vio
lence is contested and becomes privatized in the hands of a range of
groups outside the public domain, namely private militias, rebel move
ments, warlords, and criminal gangs. These actors are not part of the
sector
they are often the anti-thesis in that they fre
quently
insecurity and human rights abuses in the
to
'produce' security for themselves. Hence, SSR cannot be thought of
solely in terms of the reform of
structures, but also re
quires the demobilization of alternative non-state 'security' actors or their
into state securitv structures. 32 Against this h;:,riam'"
See Chanaa. Security Sector Reform. p. 611.
31 This is a reflection of the changing nature of conflict, which is characterized
by the structural violence of poverty and development failure, the privatization of
security functions. the indiscriminate targeting of civilians. and the spread of
conflicts across borders.

32

See Lilily/Luckhamlvon Tangen Page, A Goal Oriented Approach, p. 4.
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the security sector is understood in this paper as including not only formal
security institutions but also informal security structures,
those not
endowed with a legitimate role in the exercise of coercive power.
Thirdly, the security sector is generally characterized in purely national
terms. It
however, has an international dimension, primarily as a
result of transnational sources of insecurity, such as the flow of finan
cial resources and the
of small arms. In addition, within
the actors
for statehood - in particular na
tional liberation movements often still have an international organ
component.
izational presence with it own
In addition to these conceptual
there is also a set of
theoretical problems that are related to the ideological underpinning of
SSR is a
with
con notathe SSR
with its key components
democratic and civilian
control 33 and effectiveness and efficiency - being, as mentioned be
fore, theoretically and practically linked to the good governance ap
proach. Aiming at improving the political and economic viability of
the concept of good governance compares their
with an abstract model of a liberal democratic state
within the framework of an advanced capitalist economy. The ob
served differences between actual governance and theoretical good
governance are then used to explain political backwardness or poor
economic performance. The empirical validity of this
though,
which is based on neo-liberal
and economic
is far from
as the causality implied in the model running from anti-corrup
and economic liberalization to political and economic
tion,
viability is contrary to a significant body of historical eVidence. 34 Yet,
if the
in fact runs vice versa from state consolidation
and economic development to democratization - then there is arguably
little prospect for the sustainabilitv of SSR in the context of state for
mation.
In fact, democratic and civilian oversight are not the same things. Civilian
is a prerequisite - but insufficient condition - for democratic oversight.
rule
very well include strong civilian control over the mili
tary and other security
Democratic
however, requires the
presence of rightfully elected and democratically
political authorities
"v,PI-am'\!

See Khan, Mushtaq Husain,
'Good Governance' Versus
Husain/Giacaman. George/Amundsen.
Viability and Governance
Curzon, 2004, pp. 13-63, pp.

the
Palestinian State
Potential. in Khan, Mushtaq
(ed.), Siale Formation in Palestine,
Transformation. London: Roulle(1ge

J3

Even if one does not
this critique of the good governance ap
the linkage of the SSR agenda to democratic
still has
important implications. The ideological underpinning of SSR is clearly
but a
historical
not some timeless idea of
materialization, i.e., the Western liberal democratic model. However, it
is
to not presume that all
must
follow
on the contrary, wherever democracy
it
the Western
is shaped by the historical, social, and cultural context from which it
emerges.
the implementation of
there is nevertheless
a tendency toward following a model of how state security structures
have been historically arranged in Western democracies. The concep
tual-contextual divide inherent in much of the current SSR debate is a
the Western model 
direct consequence of this outlook.
albeit with modifications
to societies undergoing
faCing major economic and political constraints, and possessing weak
in armed conflict, does not
state
or even those
recognize the speCific contextual nature of the issue, and can therefore
lead to the failure of reform.
of it becoming a
Another problem of the SSR agenda is the
change 'through the back
vehicle for neo-colonialist
or
door:
external involvement in democratic transformation and
state emergence means that there is a constant political risk of SSR
serving as a cloak for the manipulation of local power structures ac
cording to Western interests. During the Cold War for
bilat
to promote
eral security assistance programs were primarily
Western foreign policy goals and political stability in developing coun
assistance mechanisms consequently became associated with
increased militarization, and little attention was paid to the broader
and
Current SSR efforts may
of
of resurrecting these dependent security sector assiS
tance re:>i;.ti('\lnc::h
instead of
the development of partner
ships that are guided by local concerns and
Ultimately, the
responsibility for undertaking SSR is the concern of governments and
Societies in the developing or transforming countries.

Malcolm Chalmers for example states: "(".) at the heart of the SSR project as
of universal norms. When we talk of
commonly understood is an
sector reform: we
do not mean just any reform, but specific
types of reform that move
closer to norms that are usually quite ex
plicit." Quote in Chanaa, Security Sector Reform, p. 29.
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Reforming the Palestinian Security
1. The Political Dimension
The political dimension of SSR refers to the overall political context
that determines the character of SSR. Palestine as an emerging state is
in many ways a unique case. As pointed out above, the Palestinian
is best understood conceptually in terms of a political
undergoing transition from authoritarian rule to democracy. At the
same
the Palestinian scenario also
elements of a con
flict-torn society that is subject to massive external intervention. The
political dimension of SSR in the Occupied Territories is thus charac
terized by the juxtaposition of the domestic agenda for institutional
internal strife over the direction of the Palestinian national
between individual actors, and interna
power
tional pressure to undercut the leadership of Arafat.

a) External Political Setting
The external political setting has been more important in the Palestin
ian context than in relation to virtually any other emerging or trans
forming state in the developing world. Historically, the Palestinian
political
has been subjected to a high degree of intervention
from the regional and international environment. Not surprisingly, the
external setting for SSR is determined by the very agencies that have
traditionally been engaged in shaping Palestinian politics. Since the
these actors have exerted pressure of
outbreak of the second
varying intensity in order to politically and institutionally reform the
PNA and its
sector in accordance with their own
These actors in most cases do not support the reformist'
advocating instead a mere restructuring of the Palestinian security
forces.
•

Israel's objective in calling for governmental and
twofold: firstly the
of Vasser
and secondly
installation of a political leadership that will re-enter into
co
operation with Israel. This security cooperation, which would be under
would
the
of the IDF and provide for Israeli
be similar to the cooperation involving the Palestinian security services
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that was witnessed at various points in time from 1993 onward. In
wider strategic terms, Israel is interested in a Palestinian
that
will
a final status scenario on Israeli terms: a territorially frag
mented entity in the Occupied Territories, which can be labeled a
'state, but which leaves the Israeli infrastructure in the West Bank
settlements,
and military installations in place,36 Since
the beginning of the second Intifada, Israel has therefore
a
ctr",t<>,-I\I of incapaCitating the PNA and weakening the morale of the
Palestinian population and hence its ability to sustain the uprising, This
policy - which intensified after Ariel Sharon (Likud Party) succeeded
Ehud Barak
Party) as prime minister in June 2001 entailed the
full reoccupation of most of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip includ
the so-called Area A,37 the
destruction of the PNA civil
ian infrastructure, and the dismantling of the Palestinian security ap
38

The two other regional actors advocating a reform of the PNA security
structure are Egypt and Jordan. Both have been active in nrm,irHnrl
training and technical assistance to Palestinian
and
forces since
and they have also been assigned a role in provid
'outside
for the rebuilding of the Palestinian
apparatus under the 'Road
>39 Egypt plays a partkularly Significant
Shoval, Zalman, Sharon's Disengagement Plan: A Likud Perspective. Wash
ington Institute for Near East Policy (WINEP) Peacewatch No. 462, 14 June
2004; "Top PM Aide: Gaza Plan Aims to Freeze the Peace Process," Ha'arefz,
6 October 2004.
36

Area A refers to the densely populated urban areas of the
(comprising about three percent of its territory) where the PNA
jurisdiction under the Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreement on
and Gaza Strip (Oslo II) of 1995.
37

38 The Israeli attacks deliberately targeted both Palestinian security installations
and civilian institutions, among them PLC offices, the Ministries of Education,
Finance, Agriculture, Trade and Industry, municipal buildings, chambers of com
merce, and media facilities. Amidst
minor incursions. arrest op
erations, and targeted assassinations, the
also been affected by the
large-scale operations 'Journey of Colors' (26 February-15 March 2002), 'De
fensive Shield' (29 March-28 April 2002). and 'Determined Path' (19 June-3 July
2002).

Egypt and Jordan are part of the US-led 'Permanent Security Committee,' an
on-the-ground planning and negotiation body that was formed by the US ad
ministration in order to deal with structural reform among the Palestinian secu
rity forces.
with Saudi Arabia,
and Jordan also
in the
International
Force on Palestinian
(ITF), a framework
by
the Quartet in 2002 in order to engage the key Arab state actors under the
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third-party role in the
field: on the technical
it was en
gaged in the international
of 2002 and 2003 to broker a ceasefire between militant Palestinian
while on the political level, it
has become increasingly involved since the beginning of 2004 in the
context of the Israeli
Plan' for Gaza,40 where accord
ing to Israel and the US it should have a clear security role. 41 The
of
Israeli secu
Egyptian role is based on the twin
rity needs on the
border and helping to improve Palestin
ian security by restructuring and rehabilitating the Palestinian security
forces in Gaza to enable the PNA to prevent individuals and groups
from
in violence against Israel. In this
the Egyptian
issued proposals for
the nu
Government has
agencies along a three-tiered model of
merous Palestinian
2004, it is unclear if
police, intelligence, and army. As of
the EqYotian involvement will also extend to an on-the-ground-pres
the
offer to intervene in Gaza is not moti
by the objective of
the PNA
sector but
the t-""mT,,,,n
rather by concerns
Government fears that a post-'disengagement' security vacuum in
Gaza would prompt a takeover by
which would in turn
the Islamist movement in Egypt and possibility threaten the
regime in CairoY

- - - - -..

...

-----~------.~------

umbrella of the 'Road Map' (plus Norway as secretary of the international donor
community),
",nement Plan' was put forward
the Israeli Government in April
in June 2004) envisions
version adopted by the Israeli
a Unilateral withdrawal of all settlers and military personnel from the Gaza Strip
and the possible evacuation of four isolated settlements in the northern West
Bank. As of September 2004, a concrete and binding limeframe has yet to be
issued.
However, whereas the Palestinians have always welcomed the Egyptian
technical assistance,
possible political involvement has been perceived
with suspicion. The
leadership remembers very well the Egyptian
administration of the Gaza Strip (1948-1967), not to speak of the
alarm
with which Hamas has been watching the recent crackdown ordered
Cairo
against the Muslim Brotherhood. Yel, 57 percent of the Palestinians support the
sending of Egyptian security trainers and personnel. PCPSR, Press Release
4'

Poll No. 13.

Besides this factor, Egypt also considers its growing
involvement a
means of gaining US support at a time when il cannot
American de
mands for institutional and human rights reforms. Another motivation is the
Egyptian
of
its traditional inter-Arab leadership role al a
US occupation
has shattered any pretension on the part
time when
of the Arab World regarding its being in regional control. See A/pher, Yossi,
42

Jordan, in contrast,
no similar danger to security and stabil
from the West Bank,
that Israel is not planning to
withdraw from the area and Palestinian Islamist actors have been
rendered less influential than in Gaza. 43 However, Amman has a tradi
tional interest in the West Bank because any major developments
in
those with the
to lead to migration and
population transfer, affect the Hashemite Kingdom; this requires a
measure of Jordanian involvement. Jordan has thus played an impor
tant technical role in providing training aSSistance to Palestinian
personnel, having reportedly trained more than 5,000 Palestinian po
licemen and officers over the last ten years. 44

The objectives of the US when demanding a reform of the PNA are
baSically congruent with the Israeli position. In his
of 24 June
2002, US President
W. Bush explicitly called for the r.:>nd;:,,,,p
ment of Vasser Arafat with a new Palestinian leadership that would be
willing to
a final settlement scenario
Israel's
Ac
cording to Washington, Palestinian reform measures without the re
placing of Arafat would thus not be deemed reform. The
of
the PNA as an obstructive factor was
after the events of
11 September 2001 by increased sensitivity on the part of the US
administration with
to 'terrorism' as a means of political
gle and the activities of Islamist actors such as Hamas and the Pales
tinian Islamic Jihad (PD). The 'restructurist'
of the US is di
rectly reflected in the counter-'terrorism' directive of the 'Road Map,145
"Strategic Consequences," in The Egyptian Role in the Disengagement Plan,
Bitterlemons.Org Edition 20, 7 June 2004 (http://www,bitterlemons,org/previous
IbI070604ed20.hlml#is 1).

In addition, the Islamis! movement in Jordan is politically accommodated and
integrated into the Jordanian parliament.

43

The continuation of this training assistance was agreed upon between King
Abdullah II and the Palestinian Prime Minister Ahmed Orei'a in June 2004.
Alpher, Yossi, "An Understandably Reluctant Partner," in A Possible Jordanian
Role, Bitterlemons,Org Edition 24, 5 July 2004 (http://www,bitterlemons.org/
previous/bI050704ed24,html),
44

45 The 'Road Map' makes a specific and immediate call for "restructured and
effective Palestinian security services." Furthermore, the PNA must "undertake
visible efforts on the ground to arrest, disrupt, and restrain individuals and
conducting and planning violent attacks on Israelis anywhere," The PNA
also obliged to dismantle the capability and infrastructure of paramilitary

groups through weapon confiscation and arrests, Although the 'Road Map' also
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which itself is based on previous American initiatives such as the
Mitchell Report and the Tenet work-plan,46
the US has the role
of providing large-scale assistance to the Palestinian
sector
and counter-terrorism' work.47
with a focus on preventive
According to the American conceptual understanding of SSR, there is a
need to streamline the Palestinian internal
and im
plement a clear chain of command, with the aim of creating conditions
for the effective control of violent Palestinian factions and the Pales
tinian 'street' by a post-Arafat leadership.48
The
of the EU and its member states are different from the
aims of the other external actors and fall in line with the 'reformist'
contains elements of institution building - the appointment of an 'empowered'
of a constitution etc, it does
Palestinian prime minister, the
ingly not make any explicit calls for the
transformation of the security
sector, See International Crisis Group (ICG), A Midd/e East Road Map to
Where?, Middle East Report No, 14, AmmanlWashington, 2 May 2003, p, 2.
The Mitchell Report, issued in May 2001, attempted to layout a political
framework for the resuming of negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians
by obliging the PNA to stop violence and Israel to freeze its settlement activities.
The Tenet work-plan, released in June 2001, was a technical initiative that
focused primarily on a ceasefire as well as the resumption of security coopera
tion between the two sides to which senior Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
officials would be a party,
46

47 Interview, 30 July 2004, Jerusalem. US monitoring and assistance efforts on
the ground focus on the 'Permanent
Committee' and other bilateral
US/Palestinian ad-hoc security committees,
central US
here is the
CIA which since the 1998 Wye Plantation negotiations has
and fi
nanced the Palestinian intelligence apparatus, in particular the Preventive Secu
rity. This assistance included training in infiltrating militanl groups, clandestine
communication, interrogation methods, computer technology, and intelligence
processing, as well as the monitoring of interrogations and the sharing of
between the CIA and the various Israeli intelli
intelligence on Islamist
departments,
Dean, 'The CIA's Role in the Peace
Intelligence Bulletin, Vol. 3 (2001) No, 1, http://www.
I"'rocess: in Middle
meib. org/articlesF0101_ ip1 ,him), In 2002, CIA Director George Tenet drafted a
which would be trained
plan to unify the various Palestinian security
and supervised by Egyptian, Jordanian, and
Arabian security personnel
(Kurz, Anat, "The Institutional
of the Palestinian Authority," in
Strategic Assessment, Vol. 5
No.3, pp. 1-11, p, 4,) However, the CIA
presence in the Occupied
reportedly came to an end following the
killing of three CIA officials in Gaza in Oclober 2003. Interview, 26 July 2004,
Jerusalem.

See Baskin, Gershon, A Note about Reforms, Israel-Palestine Center for
Research and Information (IPCRI), 2002 (http://www.ipcri.org/files/reforms.html).

48
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European actors are less concerned with a
of the
Palestinian political leadership than with reforms at the administrative
level, where they advocate the creation of
and
sional structures of governance. Drawing on an economy-oriented
the EU puts
on efficient tax collection, the
proper use of donor grants, streamlined mechanisms for public alioca
and the reduction of corruption. These objectives reflect the EU's
nn,,,tlfm as the main financial donor to the
49 which itself is
based on the larger policy goal of a two-state solution including a
viable and democratic Palestinian state. Although the bulk of its activ
ity is concentrated on administrative reform, the EU has also been
involved in the
field. 5o At
however, the main
actor engaged in Palestinian SSR is the United Kingdom (UK). Though
the British reform
is also tied to the counter-'terrorist' rationale
of the 'Road Map/ the UK is simultaneously also
on a wider
institutional level with
to all areas of PNA security provision,
intelligence, and army components. 51 UK assistance has
increased since the beginning of 2004 and focuses on personnel train
- on both the tactical and
levels -, capacity-building, and
material
with a significant number of advisors on the
ground.

Since the beginning of the Intifada, EU assistance has reflected a mix of
support, more medium-term institution building measures, and
support to the reform
Together with Norway, the EU co
chairs meetings of the Ad-Hoc
Committee for Assistance to the Pales
tinians (AHLC), which is the international donor coordination mechanism. As
sistance to the Palestinians from the European Community Budget is set to
amount to around 250 million Euro in 2004 (htlp:lleuropa.eu.intJ
comm/externaUeiations/gaza/news/ip04_1 001.htm).
49

During the Oslo years, European assistance to the Palestinian security forces
amounted to 11 million Euro per year, with the bulk of training then focused on
counter-'terrorism.' After the outbreak of the Intifada, the EU temporarily estab
lished an informal conflict resolution team - the EU Informal Group
which
dealt with
issues on the Palestinian side, including the organizing
talks. Besides that, the EU is permanently present
and promoting of
on the ground with its European Commission Technical Assistance Office
TAO), which in some cases has also provided training for Palestinian security
personnel. Interview, 26 July 2004, Jerusalem.
51 See Milton-Edwards, Beverel" Gaza Withdrawal and the Security Quagmire,
Royal United Services Institute
Newsbrief, June 2004.
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b) Internal Political t::&.Hinn
The internal political context for reforming the Palestinian security
sector is determined by three factors: (1) the power structure of the
PNA,
its
and (3) the strateqic priorities of the
key security actors.

The term 'power strudure' refers to the decision-making and governof the PNA.
the SSR
the
presence of democratically elected officials who can cooperate, dis
cuss, and reach an
on the direction of SSR
not only
among themselves, but also regionally and internationally - and who
are able to exercise control and
52 However, the PNA's power
structure features non-formal 'personalistic' rule
with formal
democratic
pointing towards contradictory tendencies
within the nascent political
On the one hand, the rudimentary Palestinian state has developed a
formal state structure,
of a presidency, dozens of ministries
and other executive
as well as a judiciary and an elected
islative body. The institutional set-up obtained a constitutional basis
with the Palestinian Basic Law enacted in May 2002. The Basic Law
nrr'\firi.:>'" for a
concentration of authority in the hands of the
Executive and the presidentY Presidential powers are to be checked
by the
which is empowered with the
to enact laws,
as well as the JudiCi
guide public policy, and supervise the
ary, especially the constitutional and administrative courts.

Chanaa, Security Sector Reform, p. 34.
The structure of the executive branch is rather intricate because of a direct
overlap of PNA and Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) Institutions.
Whereas on the one hand there is the PLC and the Executive Authority of the
PNA, there is at the same time the Palestine National Council (PNC, the PLO
parliament-in-exile) and the PLO Executive Committee. The PNA Cabinet and
the PLO Executive Committee are hardly distinguishable and
overlapin terms of membership and functions. Furthermore, there is
so-called
'Palestinian Leadership, 'a loosely defined
of PLO and PNA officials with
as well as
with internal
the task of handling the negotiations with
style. See Amundsen, Inge/EzbidL
"PNA
affairs in crisis
Political Institutions
the Future of Slate Formation,
lion, pp. 141-168, p. 144.
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The actual power structure in the Occupied
however, is
non-formal and exhibits
authoritarian and neo-patrimonial fea
tures. 54 There are three components of this "alternative constitutional
operates by
of the PNA. First, the Palestinian political
virtue of the almost unrestricted centralization of power in the hands
of Vasser Arafat. All
both internal and
are made
economic, and
issues are com
pletely subject to his direct authority and supervision. 56 Secondly,
presidential control is maintained
a
of surveillance and
intimidation imposed by the security apparatus. Third, political influ
ence is exerted by the
through the top-down distribution of
wealth in particular direct financial support and employment - and
the reliance on personal relationships based on political and individual
loyalty.s7 The authoritarian and
dimensions of Arafat's
rule have been weakened in the course of the second Intifada through
the Israeli destruction of Palestinian coercive caoacities. the inrrp;:!,inn

The concept of neo-patrimonialism refers to a type of system where legiti
macy, state authority, and influence of the ruler are maintained by the manipu
lation of material incentives. The key characteristic is the personalization of
power, which prompts three important political effects: formal rules are less
important than informal rules, the leader and his clients dominate politics
ating through patron-client relations, and corruption is systemic due to
absence of control of the supreme power. For a profound critique of the ap
proach see Khan, "Evaluating the Emerging Palestinian State," pp. 23-24.
54

55 Brown, Nathan J., Palestinian Politics affer the Oslo Accords. Resuming Arab
Palestine. London and Berkeley, CA: UniverSity of California Press, 2003, pp.
82-83.

In fact, the very laws that govern the issuing of new laws were issued directly
by the president. All three legislative enactments that established the internal
legal framework for the PNA Decision No.1 (1994). affirming the continued
applicability of the pre-1967 legal framework, Law No.4 (1995) on the
tive process, and Law NO.5 (1995), transferring authority to the PNA
- were issued by Arafat without the approval of
body (citing only "the au
thority vested in him" and the "requirements of the
interest"). It was these
three enactments that were used to justify many
decrees and deci
sions. In other words, the legal framework for the
is, according to Ihese
texts, nothing but a product of presidential will and authority. See Brown, Pales
tinian Politics, p. 50, pp. 70-79.
56

The PNA institutions came to be manned initially by people with strong per
sonal
to and
on the President and the PLO, Le., individuals
that
under
political and 'military' command of Arafat. Many of
these people had been in exile for years and came to be called 're/urnees.'

!57
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scarcity of wealth,58 and the disruption of patron-client networks; how
ever, 'personalistic' rule with Arafat in 2004 relying increasingly on
the Palestinian nationalist discourse and his leadership charisma - is
still the main feature of the Palestinian political ~..~~~~ 59

The SSR agenda also postulates the necessity of the semblance of
state legitimacy. However, in the Palestinian context the
le
of the PNA is yet to be consolidated internally and interna
tionally, with those governing still fighting to achieve statehood and
recognition.
The PNA derives its legitimacy from the Oslo Accords, and it can be
characterized as a transitional
designed primarily to meet exi.e., Israeli, needs. The Israeli objective when entering the Oslo
process was to transform the PLO into a set of institutional arrange
ments that would function as Israel's proxy in policing the Palestinians,
Israeli
Against this
the PNA
never enjoyed full support among the Palestinian populace: it faced
political opposition from intellectuals and political leaders in the Occu
pied Territories as well as
resistance from actors such as
Hamas, the PIJ, the leftist Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine
(PFLP), and the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine
(DFLP).
the Oslo years, the PNA's
became increas
ingly tarnished by the failure of the PNA to materialize the economic
dividends of the
, other factors were the endemic pat
terns of corruption, internal repression,6o and the leadership's disdain
forces
for democratic processes and the rule of law. The PNA's
played a
role in this context by clamping down on the political
opposition and committing various human rights violations.
Legitimacy was dramatically eroded during the Intifada, as the PNA
proved itself unable to either properly manage the conflict or protect

58 Arafat's capacity to allocate funds has been cut down significantly since the
public finance reform of June 2002 and the appointment of an 'empowered'
finance minister.

See Badawi. Ahmed, "Policy Failure, Power Relations, and the Dvnamics of
Elite Change in Palestine." in Orient, No.4 2003, pp. 555-577, p.

59

In comparable terms, the level of internal rAnr.,,,,,,i,,n
however much lower than in most other
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the Palestinian population
Israeli violence. The vacuum created
by the PNA's loss of legitimacy and administrative disintegration has
been
filled by new localized, virtually autonomous authori
these authorities are based on local kinship groups or individual
power barons,6l which has created an overall environment of
fragmentation, decline of central
and in some areas,
chaosY At the same time, it has brought an increase of power and
influence of Islamist
especially in Gaza where Hamas has for
the most part assumed the administrative functions of the PNA. 63 In
addition, Fateh factions and the Palestinian 'opposition' movements
have drawn increasingly close in operational terms over the last few
years. In 2004, the PNA is thus in many ways an "authoritv that does
not enjoy authority:164

Somewhat ironically, Arafat's diminished authority has at the same time
strengthened the role of the local governors who were
powerless
during the Oslo years. Their current position as the primary
source of
formal authority is due to their intimate knowledge of local conditions and their
access to higher PNA echelons. See International Crisis Group (ICG). Who
Governs the West Bank? Palestinian Administration under Israeli Occupation,
Middle East Report No. 32, AmmanlWashington, 28 September 2004, p. 11.

61

In addition, the IDF has gradually assumed civil functions in relation to the
Palestinian population. The infrastructure of the District Coordination Offices
(DCOs) throughout the Occupied Territories, which previously regulated coop
eration and coordination between the PNA and the IDF on security-related
matters, was abolished in 2003. The IDF has extracted the DCO resources and
manpower in order to implement a new system of civil administration manage
ment, treating each city within the West Bank (with the exception of Jericho and
East Jerusalem) as a separate microcosm. Jericho is also an exception in that it
has evaded reoccupation and the destruction of its secu rity infrastructure and it
therefore serves as a 'safe haven' for Palestinian security
Chopra,
Jara/McCallum, Jim/Atallah, Amad/Dajani, Yasser/Gal,
Joel, PlanConsiderations for International Involvement in the Israeli-Palestinian
Part II, Unpublished
for Workshop
Role,' hosted
Panorama Center (Palestinian
for the Dissemination
Democracy
Community Development) and the Canadian Government, Ramallah, April
2003, p. 2.
62

According to the PCPSR, Hamas commands the
of 24 percent of the
Palestinian electorate in both Gaza and the West
with Vasser Arafat's
Fateh movement commanding 28 percent. Likewise, only 25 percent of the
Palestinians believe that the PNA has the
to control the situation in
Gaza after an Israeli withdrawal. PCPSR, Press
Poll No 13,

63

Abbas Zaki, Fateh Central Committee Member, quoted in ICG, Who governs
the West Bank?, p. 2,

M
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the
such a development has translated into
the undermining of the principle of police primacy. In the light of the
emergence of significant armed elements among many Palestinian
factions and the PNA's concurrent loss of the monopoly of legitimate
an
of the Palestinian population is no
longer convinced that individual safety and security is guaranteed by
the
of the PNA. 65 Moreover, many of the most senior
figures in the Palestinian security services are reviled and distrusted; a
major
of the population sees the
forces not as neutral
of law and order, but instead as being
to the incontrol of local chiefs or 'warlords: Palestinians are hence less
likely to rely on the security
than they are on their own social
and political networks. 66

The strategic priorities of key security actors are the primary factors
that influence the
decisions made by those exerting power,
either through state governance or by controlling formal or informal
security
Here the context for SSR is determined by the
reform
of the elite members and the power relations between
them.
However, due to the complexity and fluidity of Palestinian politics it is
difficult to establish a coherent structural picture of the Palestinian
elite. One possible approach is to categorize the elite members as
individuals within
or institutions within coalitions.67 Ac
cording to this
there are currently three coalitions in the
Occupied Territories: (1) the radical coalition, (2) the reform coalition,
and (3) the ruling coalition. Each of these coalitions has a relative
of influence in Palestinian society, and there are
and
distributional conflicts and cooperation both within and between them.

During the Oslo years. the security forces were at least considered partly
effective in preventing crime and
criminals, even if merely on ac
deployment. As of 2004, how
count of their personnel strength and
ever, 86 percent of the Palestinian citizenry perceives that individual security
and safety is not assured, PCPSR, Press Release Poll No, 13,
See Miiton-Edwards, Gaza Withdrawal.
67

See Badawi. "Policy Failure," pp. 564-567,
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(1) The radical coalition is located outside the formal institutional
framework of the PNA. It rejects the Oslo Accords and does not
accept peace with Israel, although it does
a truce. 58 The
relative influence of the radical coalition derives from two key
factors: its
discourse and the actions of its Israeli coun
terpart. Since late
the key organizations of the coalition,
Hamas and the PIJ, have operated on the basis of the Committee
of National and Islamic Forces (NIF); this is a cross-factional body
- originally established by Fateh to coordinate the second Intifada
- which has acquired a central role at the local level with the
waning of the PNA's authority. Members of the radical coalition do
not
with members of the other coalitions over the divi
dends of 'peace,' but rather over the
direction of future
policy. Hamas and the PIJ are thus currently outside the scope of
the SSR discourse. However, a possible political accommodation of
Hamas by the PNA in the run-up to the Israeli
from Gaza might raise the question of
the armed ele
ments of Hamas and the PrJ into the Palestinian security appara
tuS. 69
(2) The reform coalition typically includes the most highly educated
members of the Palestinian political elite, and Significantly origi
nates mainly from the
unlike the ruling coali
tion, which consists mainly of
PLO returnees. Al
most all of its members control independent formal
that are part of the Palestinian NGO network; some are members
of the PLC. Key individuals include Haidar Abdul-Shafi, Hanan
Ashrawi, Azmi
and Ziad Abu Amr. Since 1994, there has
been competition between the reform coalition and the ruling coa
lition over the distribution of external resources and the shaDe of
Hamas has also declared that it will cease all military operations against
Israelis in and from Gaza upon a full Israeli withdrawal.

6S

See leG, The Meanings of Palestinian Reform, Middle East Briefing, 12
November 2002, AmmanlWashington, pp. 8-11; Badawi, "Policy Failure," p.
564. During the Oslo years, relations between Hamas and the PNA security
forces were extremely tense, especially with regard to the Preventive Security
of Mohammed Dahlan who advocated the neutralization of the Islamis! move
ment. Since the publication of the Israeli 'Disengagement Plan' in Spring 2004,
Dahlan from emerging as
Hamas has undertaken
efforts to
the major political figure
post-withdrawal
Hamas and PIJ members
have also increasingly entered the ranks of the security forces
capt for the Preventive Security) over the last three years. Interviews
August 2004, Ramallah.
69
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internal and external policies. Members of this coalition derive in
fluence from a set of interrelated
such as their ability to
influence policy-making on the national level (through
a
a PLC member, or being close to
their ability to
communicate with Western
and the size of their
tions. 7o However, the fragmentation of the coalition's constituency
has resulted in a rather modest relative influence overall. In terms
of its political outlook, the reform coalition advocates the conven
tional elements of
rule of
and good governance/ 1
and its members are among the strongest proponents of the 're
formist/ SSR agenda.
The most powerful coalition is the
coalition which centers
on the PNA and overlaps with Fateh including various formal and
informal
elements of Fateh such as the Tanzim.72
Members of this coalition hold the
positions in the PNA's in
stitutional structure and represent the
in the PLC. There
is also a considerable overlap of functions and
one indi
(or at the same time) be a PNA offi
vidual may at varying
cial, head of a security
and a Fateh leader. The struc
ture of the coalition is hierarchical, with the position of an organi
at least until
determined
the amount of resources
allocated to it from the funds controlled by Arafat as well as the
relative influence of individual members, the latter being deter
or their nn'''TlfU1C
mined either by their proximity to the
in the hierarchies of their organizations, which is mostly also de
termined by Arafat.

70

leG, Meanings of Reform, p. 8; Badawi, "Policy Failure," p. 563.

" These include electoral reform and the
of delayed legislative and
municipal elections. the expansion of political and
the separation of
governmental powers, the
of the
and judiciary
branches, and the financial transparency
public institutions and the account
ability of their officials.
72 During the second Intifada, the Tanzim structure has been partially used as a
framework for mobilizing armed activities outside the Palestinian security forces
However. the Tanzim are not a militia or the military wing of Fateh, although
they are often portrayed in the media as such; the Tanzim are the local party
structure of Fateh, consisting of party cadres on the municipal and village level.

The key
of the ruling coalition is the Fateh movement.
Fateh is of special importance in the SSR context due to the simulta
of many key security actors as Fateh cadres as
neous
well as Fateh's hegemonic position in the PLC. The power structure of
Fateh is made up of three circles of influence. 73 The core circle consists
of the Fateh 'old guarC4 'which comprises individuals such as Mahmoud
Abbas (Abu
Ahmed
(Abu Ala'), Hani AI-Hassan, and
other members of the Fateh Central Committee. 74 The second circle
includes Fateh's
'leaders such as Jibril Rajoub, Moham
med
and Marwan Barghouthi, who are all members of the
Fateh Revolutionary Council. 75 They can be described as the disgrun
tled leaders of the first Intifada who feel themselves marginalized by
the PLO and the PNA leadership; they command
influence
within some security branches and with their former street fighter
to this second circle are individuals like
compatriots. Also
Qadura Faris and Mohammed Hourani
PLC members representing
Ramallah and Hebron - and Samir Masharawi Dahlan's Fateh ally in
Gaza -, whose positions are very close to the reform coalition. These
are the
leaders of Fateh and its backbone. The third circle
a younger
who can be referred to as 'young
activists. 'They are active in the Tanzim and constitute the core of the
AI-Aqsa
Brigades. 76
the hostile
environment
since 2000, the damaged proto-state infrastructure, and the worsening
economic situation have all limited the core circle's ability to reassert
its authority over the two other circles. Defections from the ruling
coalition are thus likely to increase.
Within the ruling coalition, there exist various conflict lines between
'insiders' and
/
'and 'Fateh reformers'
and 'loyalists. 'In terms of reform priorities, there are different under
of SSR held by different individuals in different
ranging from support of the
to outright oppo
sition to SSR. In terms of power relations however. all
73

See Badawi, "Policy Failure." p. 568.

The Fateh Central Committee is Fateh's supreme institution representing its
historic leadership.

74

More importantly, Marwan
is also a founding member of the Fateh
opposition structure created in the
Movement Committee, a
_ leaders of the first Intifada and is
It consists of many
Committee.
the rival of the Fateh
75

See Badawi,
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Failure," p. 568.

actors aim at consolidating and enhancing their relative power posi
tion.
The linchpin of the
coalition is Vasser
and he is the for
mal and informal head of all PNA security forces. As one of the cen
tral pillars of his power, Arafat governs the security sector by
ing a 'divide and
this is based on the creation of differ
ent security bodies with overlapping or parallel functions and the insti
of competition between the
with Arafat
as the final arbiter.l8 This modus
dates back to the 1970s,
when Arafat intentionally scattered Palestinian military units and armed
conflict between them in
groups in various Arab
order to safeguard his hegemonic position in the PLO. The conse
quence is an extreme politicization of the Palestinian securitv sector.
of the West Bank and growing internal
In the wake of the
and external pressure for administrative reform in
2002,79
Arafat for the first time agreed to a structural reorganization of the
of an interior
security sector.
elements were the
minister and the formal unification of three internal security ,,,,,,nr,oc
under the minister's control. 80 Arafat also dismissed individuals in the
Palestinian
establishment who had autonomous power bases
and a degree of popular support making them capable of challenging
his rule such as Mohammed Dahlan and Jibril Rajoub. Although these
were being framed in a reform discourse and were formulated as
part of the '100 Days Plan,81 they were in fact a preemptive move by
Since the fifth session of the PNC in Cairo 1969, Vasser Arafat has occupied
the position of the supreme commander of the Palestinian armed forces,

77

A common habit of Arafat in this
ously to a large number of security
lion,

is to send out one order simuitane
leaving them competing for execu

79 After Operation 'Defensive Shield,' a new demand for institutional reform
came from the Palestinian
as well as the PLC. senior advisors to the
president, and the Fateh
Committee and Revolutionary Council. The
latter confronted Arafat with a specific list of reform issues in April and May
2002. External actors then presented their own list of demands in June 2002.

The
to Abdul-Razeq AI-Yahya, a former commander of the
exiled
Army (PLA). PNA Ministerial Reform Commitlee,
Reform Coordination Support Unit, OvelView of Palestinian Governmental
Reform, June 2002-February 2003, 16 February 2003, p, 3,

80

The '100 Days Plan,' adopted in June 2002, also included Arafat's ratification
of the Basic Law (which had been awaiting his signature since 1997), a reshuf

81
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Arafat to secure his power position, giving him the opportunity to
remove overly powerful security heads and
venal 'loyalists, 'The
of power preserva
Arafat's resistance to the creation of the post of Palestinian prime
minister, a
that had been advocated among members of the rul
ing coafttion since Summer 2002, This initiative was meant to loosen
the
on the
forces by removing his control over
the Cabinet; it was perceived and opposed by Arafat as a direct chal
lenge to his authority, Although the position of the PNA prime minister
was finally established in March
Arafat has continued to prevent
the appointees (Abu Mazen from March to October 2003, Abu Ala' from
from gaining effective powers in the
October 2003 to the
security domain. 82 Reforming the security sector is thus not on the
of the president.
Within Fateh, the picture of strategic priorities is more complex, Three
trends can be distinguished: (a) 'Fateh
(b) 'Fateh re
formers; and (c) Arafat's 'loyalists, '
(a) 'Fateh
advocate a further restructuring of the secu
rity sector. They include many members of the Fateh Central
Abu
Committee and Revolutionary Council, such as Abu
Ala', Nabil Amr, Nabil Sha'ath, and Mohammed Dahlan. These in
dividuals were at the forefront of the mounting pressure on Arafat
to appoint a prime minister, and they are still the most important
is
proponents of PNA administrative reform. Their reform
based on the rationale that the PNA should establish a monopoly
on the use of force and govern the population through
and credible
dOing so, it should re
gain international legitimacy and pave the way for the resumption
and political
with Israel. The
of
key objective of these individuals regarding the security sector is

fie of the Cabinet. financial reforms, and the announcement of elections for the
Executive and Legislative for 2003.
According to the Amended Basic Law, ratified by the PLC in March 2003. the
prime minister is nominated by the
and the nomination
by
the Legislative. He is the senior
responsible for the
of the
PNA Governance policies and the supervision of PNA institutions and
ministries implementing these policies. In the security realm. the prime
minister is responsible for "internal security and public order," while the presi~
dent retains responsibility for national security. Art 45, Art. 63-79, Amended
BaSic Law, 18 March 2003 (http://muq!afi.birzeiLedu/mainleg/14138.htm).
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the establishment of a
command with uncontested respon
sibility for all security
this demand overlaps with the 're
and numerous talks have been held
structurist' agenda of the
between 'Fateh
and representatives of the Israeli
Government and the Bush administration. However, it is unclear
to what extent these actors
the former security chiefs
among them - also
the strengthening of civil-democratic
oversight, in particular because members of the 'young guard'
such as Dahlan and
are equally motivated by their per
sonal power ambitions.
(b) 'Fateh reformers'are Fateh members of the second circle who are
at the same PLC members and often
forces with members of
the reform coalition. It was
this background, for insr"''''''''
that in September 2002 the PLC's Fateh majority refused to
forcing him to appoint a second
the government formed by
cabinet in less than four months. This group, along with the re
form coalition, strongly
the 'reformist' SSR
it has
repeatedly put forward concrete reform proposals to strengthen
and control over the security sector.
parliamentary
(c)

83

'Loyalists' comprise influential members of Fateh, primarily repre
sentatives of the 'old
as Hani AI-Hassan (former Inte
rior Minister and member of the Central Committee), Hakam
Balawi
Minister in the Abu Ala' cabinet), Sakhr Habash
(Member of the Fateh Central Committee and appointed supreme
and Tayyeb Abdul-Rahim
leader of Fateh in the PNA in
(Secretary General of the
who oppose the rh::>nrlQ"
demanded by the 'Fateh reformers. 'The
have
sided with Arafat for several reasons, reasons such as their fear of
losing power and
their loyalty to the
and their
strategic outlook on the conflict with Israel. These individuals
have
the establishment of the post of prime minister as
a creeping coup
their leader sponsored by
and they have
obstructed the formation and the work of
the subseauent cabinets. 84 In strategic terms, the 'Iovalists'de

Interviews, 1/214 August 2004. Ramallah.

The relative power of the
became evident in
cabinet Resenting the forced demission of
Mazen put forward the list of
Hani AI-Hassan as Interior Minister by Abu Mazen and eager to preserve con
trol over security policy, the
prevented the appointment of Mohammed
Dahlan as Interior Minister.
argument was thaI the comparatively junior
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fend the status quo of the Intifada: they
to retain open the
option of Palestinian armed
and demand Israeli and US
concessions before making any move to repress the militant fac
tions.
With respect to the
sector itself, any sort of political categori
zation must be undertaken with a strong caveat. Although, as pOinted
out, the upper ranks of the Palestinian
establishment largely
overlap with Fateh, there are no clear divisions along the line 're-or
n;.mi7Pr<: '
, and 'loyalists.' On the
positions among
heads are extremely fluid. Commanders
against each other and frequently chanoe sides accordino to their
relative power status and the
complicating factor is that
the oolitical orientations of their current (and in some cases former)
they also encompass influential second-level commanders
The
of
who pursue their own personal
most key
officials are thus
to a
extent by per
sonal ambition, the battle for political power! and the fear of
material
than
are by their strategiC outlook vis-a-vis
the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. It is furthermore important to note that
all the incumbent and former heads with the exception of Mohammed
Dahlan and Jibril
are 'outsiders' who previously held key
security
during the exile of the PLO in Lebanon and Tunisia.
The following
based on a series of interviews on the
reflects the approximate scenario as of Summer 2004. 87 Indi
viduals who,
speaking,
a
of the Pales
tinian security sector or even share the 'reformistsHoosition include for
Dahlan would be commanding security officers of
pOSition of Interior Minister was then taken by Abbas himself until he resigned in
October 2003, and Dahlan became Minister of State for Security Affairs. Inter
views, 11214 August 2004, Ramallah; Jihad AI-Khazen, "Abu Mazen's Govern
ment," AI-Hayya/ Newspaper, 16 April 2003.
Mohammed Dahlan and Jibril Rajoub still exert significant influence in the
Preventive Security
more than their nominal heads although they
were forced to resign from
posts as heads of the Gaza and the West Bank
branches in 2002. Reportedly, more than 500 agents left the West Bank branch
with Rajoub in June 2002. Interviews, 112/4 August 2004, JerusalemlRamallah.

85

However, both Dahlan and Rajoub also spent a considerable portion of their
careers in Tunis after their deportation by Israel during the first Intifada in 1988.

86

Interviews, 27 July, 1/21416 August 2004, JerusalemlRamallah.
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example
General Sa'eb AI-Ajez, (since August 2004 head of the
Civil Police in Gaza and the West Bank) and Major General Nasser
Yousef
commander of the Palestinian
forces imme
diately after the establishment of the PNA). Both commanders were
'/oya/ists'until their relations with Arafat deteriorated. Other individuals
such as Brigadier General Rashid Abu Shabak
of the Preventive
Security in Gaza) partially side with them due to their personal loyalty
to Mohammed Dahlan. However, the majority of the
offi
~oyalistsror 'political opportunists'who continuously resupport
to their ambitions. Individu
fall into the 'loyalist'
include General Musa
Arafat
president's nephew and head of both the Military Intelli
gence and the National
in
88 General Haj Ismail Jabr
(commander of the National Security in the West Bank), Brigadier
General Falsal Abu Sharkh (commander of the Presidential
and Ribha Arafat
former head of the Border Police and the DCO
organization). Individuals who fall into the 'political opportunist' cate
gory include for instance the head of the General Intelligence in the
General Amin AI-Hindi,89 the head of
West Bank and
the General Intelligence's West Bank branch, Brigadier General Tawfiq
Tirawi, and Colonel Bashir Nafa, head of the Soecial Forces.
the vast
of
commanders oppose SSR or con
sent to reform only insofar as the
reform measures do not
threaten their position, sometimes even by adopting the 'reformist'
discourse as a means to deflect reform demands.

Amidst the civil unrest in Gaza in July 2004, Arafat originally wanted to install
his nephew as head of National Security in both Gaza and the West Bank,
replacing Major General Abdul-Razzeq AI-Majaideh. However, massive public
protest forced the president to reappoint AI-Majaideh as the supreme com
mander, with his cousin at least nominally subjected to AI-Majaideh's authority.
"Arafat Removes Nephew from Command of PA Security in Gaza," Ha'aretz, 19
July 2004.
Over the last few months AI-Hindi has tended to side more with the 'Fateh
, especially during the crisis of
2004 when he
criticized Arafat and cooperated with the special
investigation
commillee on security that was set up in
2004. "Palestinian Inquiry
Blames Vasser Arafat for Anarchy," Ha'aretz, 10 August 2004.
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2. The Institutional Dimension
The institutional dimension of SSR refers to the
struc
sector. For the purpose of this paper, that encom
ture of the
passes all state institutions with a formal mandate to ensure the
of the state and its citizens
acts of violence and
as
well as potential non-state elements fulfilling this role. Institutional
reform focuses upon building up capacities in line with the standards
assumed to be
in relation to a democratic
con
text. 90
institutional elements in this regard are a clear functional
differentiation between internal and external security
a uni
a
civilfied command and control
democratic
management and control, right-sizing, the pro
fessionalization of forces, and a democratic ethos.

a) Proliferation ofSecurity Orders
The PNA
forces 91 were initially established with Israel's con
sent; they were designed to create a
police presence providing
for Israeli security and the countering of internal strife in the West
Bank and Gaza. The provision of security was fundamental to the Oslo
among the seven tasks of the Palestinian
force 92
enumerated in the Oslo II
(1995), "combating terrorism
and incitement to violence" was - although not obvious from the text
function and the sine qua non for
of the accord the most
the partial relaxation of Israeli military and civilian control of Gaza and
of the West Bank. In order to
the status of the security
Oslo II
that
constitute a single and
unit
- consisting of six operation branches - under the control of the PNA.93

90

Chanaa, Security Sector Reform, p. 29.

Not included here are the armed PLO elements that still exist in the Palestin
ian Diaspora, i.e., PLA formations in Algeria, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Sudan, and
Yemen.
For Israeli political convenience, the Palestinian
Oslo Accords referred to under the term 'Palestinian Police Force,' a description
that blurred the distinction between external security, internal security, and
civilian police functions.

92

These branches were the Civil Police, the Preventive Security, the Civil De
fense, the Presidential Security, the General
and the Public Secu
rity, with the latter including the six additional
of Military Intelligence,
Naval Police. Aviation Police, Border Police, Customs Police, and
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has been quite different Over the
ten years, the Palsector has witnessed a process of I'~"~"",,, .... h~;~n
with a
of formal and informal
and
This was a direct consequence of Arafat's 'divide and
the
politicization of the Palestinian
establishment. An
other
factor was the absence of a clear
doctrine. 94
In practical terms, this has resulted in a chaotic scenario that is char
acterized by the absence of any clear differentiation between the vari
ous
massive functional overlaps, and the
of the
distinction between the spheres of police and
In
the
and infrastructure of the
forces have been devas
to
tated by Israeli military operations - up to 80
Palestinian sources95 -, and their mobility has been reduced to zero.96
Palestinian security forces have thus little or no
to exercise
control in the West Bank and very limited abilitv to do so in the Gaza

the current PNA security architecture
offiCial security agencies. These function
and themselves comprise inrkm.::>nri

Gaza

nary/Military Police. However, except for the Naval Police, these six bodies are
not mentioned in the Oslo II Agreement.
The absence of security doctrine reflects the lack of consensus with regard to
a Palestinian concept of national security itself. Palestinian scholars who have
sought to define such a concept came to different conclUSions, although they
began with the same basis I.e., the
of asymmetry between the
Palestinians and Israel in terms of status,
assets, and threat percep
tions. Yezid Sayigh, for instance, believes that
be achieved
of
once the Palestinians attain sovereignty and that
security is more important than the
not seek to match Israeli military capabilities, but
their own military
capabilities for political and territorial gains. Ahmed
on the other hand,
reached the conclusion that the
of self-defense is an essential compo
nent of a Palestinian national security
See for a detailed elaboration
Weinberger, Naomi, "The Palestinian National Security Debate," in Journal of
Palestine Studies, Vol. 24 (1995) No.3, pp. 16-30.
!!4

95

Interview, 4 August 2004, Ramallah.

During the last two years, members of the security
in the West Bank
have not
allowed to operate
the exception of Bethlehem and
the cities and villages invaded or
the IDF. Since the beginning of
2004, these restrictions have been
some locations such as Ramallah.
96
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branches. 97 Each of these bodies has its own
and command
chain, as well as its own prisons and interrogation centers. The
official PNA
Civil Police,
Pre
are as follows:
(3) Civil
(4) National
PresidenMilitary Intelligence, (7) Naval
and (8) General
Their
approximate personnel strength,
and capacities are described in the following:
of the
(1) The Civil Police is the main law enforcement
PNA. Since the forced resignation of Major General Ghazi AI-Jibali
by Fateh activists in July 2004, the agency has been headed by
Major General Sa'eb AI-Ajez. The Civil Police handles ordinary po
lice functions and
the Traffic Police, the Anti-drug
Squad, the Riot or Public Order
and the Criminal
tions Department. The organization employs some 18,000
men, with approximately 12,000 deployed in Gaza (including
3,100 Public Order policemen) and 6,000 in the West Bank
cluding 1,000 Public Order
IDF
have seaffected the
of the Civil Police. Since 2000, more
than 45 police buildings and complexes together with their com
munication
have been
some of them a second
time after having been rebuilt with donor funds. In addition, civil
firearms and until the be
policemen are prohibited from
ginning of this year were also prohibited from appearing in official
uniform. 98
(2) The Preventive Security is a plain-clothes internal intelligence
agency with an estimated
agents. The members of
the Preventive Security were recruited mainly from activists of the
first Intifada who are also members of Fateh. It has long been the
and most powerful of the PNA's internal security bodies.
The Preventive Security's West Bank and Gaza branches are
headed by
General Ziad Hab Ar-Rih lOO and Brigadier
However, parallel and
Bank are not a feature of
and government agencies.

levels of administration in Gaza and the West
security seclor alone. but also of most ministries

Interview,4 August 2004, Ramallah.
Ibid.; Luft, Gal, "The Palestinian Security Services: Between Police and
Army," in Middle East Review of International Affairs (MER/A), Vol. 3 (1999) No.
2, pp. 1-16, p. 2.
99
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After Rajoub was forced to step down as the head of the Preventive Security
by Brigadier General Zuheir Manasra, the

in the West Bank, he was
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General Rashid Abu Shabak101
but as mentioned
and Mohammed Dahlan still command
Jibril
although they do not at this
significant influence in the
time hold any official position. Until 2000, the Preventive
the Oslo process
Security's main remit was to
internal opposition; its role includes preventive actions
armed Palestinian factions and opposition groups,
Hamas and the
and reportedly, also information gathering in
Israel. The agency has
with the Shin Bet (the
Israeli internal
body) as well as the CIA, and it was
reportedly
role in the context of the
the Israeli
of
Israeli
from Gaza.
and installations of the Preventive
2002, the
were destroyed, and key members of the organization were
arrested or assassinated. 102

(3) The Civil Defense consists of emergency and rescue services
and fire
and its estimated strength ranges between
700 and
men.103 The
ofthe Civil Defense have of
ten proved insufficient in confronting emergency situations during
the second Intifada. In many cases, the agency has not been pre
pared in terms of providing the Palestinian citizenry with adequate
training and information concerning protective measures, evacua
tion routes, and proper conduct during Israeli bombings; addition
supplies of necessary equip
ally, it has suffered from
ment and material.
have also been evident in the
area of Explosive Ordnance ,,; _____ 1 f E n , , \ 104
former governor of Jenin. Perceiving him as an 'outsider,' most members of the
Preventive
refused to recognize Manasra's authority and enforced the
nomination of
who comes from inside the apparatus, According to
Palestinian sources, however, "There is no real control over the Preventive
Security by Hab Ar-Rih, His control is very limited, JiMI Rajoub still has a lot of
in the West Bank branch, albeit there is no one single person in the West
who is in lotal control. However, if the situation demands that, Raioub can
get back his position within a minute," Interview, 2 August 2004,
According to a Palestinian source, "Abu Shabak has total control over the
Preventive Security in Gaza as long as he plays along the rules of Dahlan, If he
turns against Dahlan, he will get rid of him,

10'

Interviews, 1/2/4 August 2004, Jerusalem/Ramallah,
Interview, 26 July 2004, Jerusalem; Luft, "Palestinian Security Services," p,

2.
104

Interview, 2 August 2004, Ramallah,
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(4) The National Security is the Palestinian 'proto-army. 'The Na
tional
has an estimated
of between 7,500 and
14,000 personnel. lOS Prior to the second Intifada, it was
ble for guarding the borders of Area A and for conducting joint
Israeli-Palestinian security patrols. The National Security in Gaza is
organized in three brigades: a northern
is responsible for
the northern
of the Gaza Strip
Gaza City, a southern
brigade for the southern region of Rafah and Khan
and a
border brigade of approximately 1,000 troops for patrolling the
eastern border of the Gaza
In the West
the National
Security consists of eight battalions of 400 to 450 troops
which are deployed in Ramallah,
Qalqilya,
Nablus, Hebron, and Bethlehem. The National Security is
the successor of the PLA in
from which it
recruited most of its
adding numbers of local
recruits. Its supreme commander is Major General Abdul-Razzeq
with General Musa Arafat heading the Gaza Branch
and General Haj Ismail Jabr the West Bank branch.
to
Palestinian sources, infrastructure, equipment, and command and
control svstems of the National Security have been completely
in the West Bank while up to 80 percent have been
destroyed in Gaza. 106
The Presidential Security is responsible for the protection of
President Yasser Arafat and the members of the Palestinian
cal establishment as well as the protection of important PNA infra
structure. The Presidential Security also has a function in terms of
, which in
results in the arrest of oppo
sition activists and collaborators. Until
it assisted the Na
tional Security in security missions
the borders with Israel
and urban
The Presidential
is based on the Force
the bodyguard detail of the PLO leadership in exile, which was
disbanded in 1994; it consists mainly of officers who
came to the Occupied Territories from Tunisia and recruits from
the West Bank and Gaza. The Presidential
has two sub
bodies: the Force 17 Intelligence Unit, which focuses on
movements, and the Presidential Guard, which is
tasked with the oersonal protection of Arafat. 107 The agency is
1051nlerviews, 1/2/4 August 2004, JerusalemlRamallah,
1()6 Interview, 1 August 2004, Jerusalem.
107
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Interviews. 1/214 August 2004, Jerusalem/Ramaliah.

commanded by
General Faisal Abu Sharkh. Ihere are no
sources in relation to the strength and internal
structure of the Presidential Security. Israeli sources put the
of the agency at an estimated 2,000 troops in Gaza (di
vided into three battalions one in the northern Gaza
one in
the southern part, and one in Gaza City) and 1,500 in the West
Bank
in Ramallah).lo8 Bases and headquarters of the
agency were largely destroyed by the IDF in 2001 and 2002.
(6) The Military Intelligence has the official function of gathering
information with
to the external military environment. In
reality, it mainly performs as an internal security body, with the
special function of monitoring and suppressing opposition from
within Fateh. 109 It is a comparably small force comprising some
500 to 600 plain-clothes agents and is headed by General Musa
the oresident's nephew. 110
(7) The Naval Police officially protects the PNA's territorial waters.
The unit is deployed primarily in
where it
about
600 men, but it also has a presence of some 400 men in Nablus in
the West Bank. The Naval Police is currently headed by Brigadier
General Jawad Abu Hassan and based on the PLOts maritime
.
created in Lebanon. Besides naval
it has also
been active in
of
activists and collabo
rators; it was also specifically tasked with guarding the official
PNA
during the Oslo years. The IDF has
the
Naval Police from conducting operations in PNA waters in Gaza
and it destroyed its maritime equipment in 2001 and 2002.111

(8) The General Intelligence is the official PNA
Its structure, orqanization and '~~rl~_~"

108

Luft, "Palestinian Security Services," p. 3.

Such Fateh opposition includes for instance Barghouthi's Fateh Higher
Movement Committee. Barghouthi and his followers were regularly targeted by
the Military Intelligence.
109

110 Interviews, 2/4 August 2004, Ramallah. Against the
of the July
"when Arafat
2004 upheaval in Gaza, a Palestinian source commented
appointed Musa as the head of National Security that was a message from him
that he wanted to use this force to hit on Fateh in Gaza, and that is why the
whole wave of protest erupted." Interview, 2 August 2004. Ramallah.
111

Interviews, 2/4 August 2004, Ramallah.
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gence department. The General Intelligence is involved in intelli
gence gathering inside and outside the
Territories!
and anti-collaboration operations! as well as
_ relations with
Its size is
estimated at between 1,000 and l!SOO
aaents' of
whom a large number worked at the PLO
prior to the establishment of the PNA. The General
headed by Major General Amin AI-Hindi; Brigadier General
Tirawi commands the West Bank branch. In political terms! there
is a
rivalry between the General Intelligence! which is more
closely associated with the Fateh leadership, and the Preventive
112

Aside from these official

the PNA security structure also inthat were either created by Arafat after the
Anrppmpnt or else are nominally under control of the above
as
bodies.
These
fact
'o"onrlQnt security agencies include (1) Special Security,
Border Police, and (4) SDecial Forces:

(1) The Special Security was formed in 1995 and works under the
of the
Its official task is
direct control and
to monitor Palestinian opposition groups in foreign countries, par
ticularly Arab
but its actual function is to monitor other
PNA security agencies; it also supplies Arafat with compromising
information about PNA officials such as that
to corruption
and
business
According to Israeli sources,114 this
and is headed by Mohammed
agency has less than 100
Natur, a
Arafat loyalist and former commander of Force
17.

Additionally, the General Intelligence was involved more
Intifada than the Preventive Security - which remained largely

in the second
was, Ibid.

Not included here are the Aerial Police. which
the PNA's small
aerial component of five helicopters, the County
which supplied security
services to the district governors, and Security and Protection. an autonomous
internal body within the National Security in the West Bank that had a riot-con
trol and counter-intelligence role and was placed under the direct control of
General Haj Ismail Jabr. All three have become defunct over the past few,
Interviews, 2/4 August 2004, Ramallah
113

Interviews, 2/4 August 2004, Ramallah; Luff, "Palestinian Security Services,"
p.3.
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(2) The Military Police is a subordinate
of the Military Intelli
gence and has the task of enforcing order and discipline among
the security bodies. It also, however, engages in riot control, ar
rests, maintenance of prisons, and protection of PNA personnel
and instaliations. 1l5
(3) The Border Police is an autonomous body subordinate to Na
tional
Its function is to manage the border crossinQs and
checkpoints at the Allenby Bridge (West Bank),
and Rafah
(4) The
Forces are an autonomous military unit established
The
Forces
after the creation of the Oslo II
are headed by Colonel Bashir Nafa and very little is known about
their strength and structure. As of summer 2004, Colonel Nafa is
trying to empower the role of the
Forces by summoning
Fateh dissidents and urging them to
his
from
among the Preventive
in the West Bank The Special
which has not participated in any confrontation with the
IDF during the second Intifada, are currently being rebuilt with
international assistance,lIs
A third category of Palestinian security actors includes those located
outside the formal Oslo framework. Since 2000, these actors have
considerable political influence and
the
mentation of the PNA's central authority as well as the
creased militarization of the Palestinian environment.
primarily
play a paramilitary role, although they have also adopted policing
in this regard are
functions. The two most important informal
(1) the armed wing of Hamas and (2) the AI-Aqsa

-- - - - - - 
..

1'5

Ibid.
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Interviews, 1/4 August 2004, Jerusalem/Ramaliah.

117 Other actors in this regard include the AI-Quds Brigades of the PIJ, the Salah
Eddin Brigades of the Popular Resistance Committees in Gaza (which is a local
umbrella structure of individual Fateh, Hamas, PIJ, and PFLP members). the
shabiba as the youth movement of Fateh, the Martyr Abu Ali Mustafa
as the armed wing of the PFLP, and the several local law-and-order groups in
Nablus, Jenin, and East Jerusalem (for example the protection component
formed by Faisal Husseini around the Orient House). Another form of localized
informal authority are the groups of boys and young men that have emerged at
IDF checkpoints in order to regulate the traffic and collect money from car
drivers, Finally, there is the ominous AI-Awda Brigades, which according to
Israeli sources are Hizbullah's attempt to establish an organizational presence
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(1) The armed section of Hamas is centered on the Martyr Izz
Eddin AI-Qassam
Whist displaying a higher level of or
it engages
nizational discipline than many PNA
primarily in asymmetric warfare against Israel and in defending it
self
harassment by the PNA and other Palestinian rivals,
Over the
two years however it has
exploited the
anarchical situation, particularly in Gaza, but also in Jenin and
Nablus, in order to extend its power over the internal
do
main, establishing and upholding order on a local basis where the
PNA's authority has effectivelv vanished.ll8
(2)

The AI-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades is a loose association of Fateh
affiliated local militias and armed groups, partly from the
camps in Gaza and the West Bank. The Brigades were formed by
Fateh cadres at the
of the second Intifada with the aim
of securing public support among the Palestinians and providing a
framework for those who wanted to
militarily in the
among
uprising.
consist of several hundred individuals
them Fateh members, rank and file members of the PNA security
and ordinary criminals -, have a low level of diSCipline
and accountability, and are controlled by commanders as young
as 18. From their creation in late 2000 until
the AI-Aqsa
Martyrs
acted basically as a paramilitary formation, with
unrestricted freedom of movement in Area A and a con
of the
stant presence on the streets. Since the Israeli
have been driven
West Bank in April 2002 however, the
underground. As a consequence, they have increasingly interfered
in Palestinian social and economic life:
militias have as
sumed the function of local authorities in the Gaza
camps
and in cut-off West Bank areas such as the cities of Nablus, Tul
security and civil affairs and
karem, and Jenin,
with conflicts, but also
in extortion and other
ac
tivities. 119 In
in particular, many of the groups have devel
into armed gangs centered on a local leader or 'warlord~ ex
amples are the Jenin
from the AI-Bureij refugee

in the West Bank. See Palti. Zahar/Levitt, Matthew, Hizbal/ah's West Bank
Foothold, Peacewatch No. 463, 18 June 2004.
See in detail Millon-Edwards. Beverley/Crooke, Alastair, "Elusive Innrptiipnl
Hamas and the Peace Process," in Journal of Palestine Studies, Vol.
No, 4, pp, 1-14,
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leG. Who Governs the West Bank?, p, 24,

camp or the Battalions of the Martyr Ahmed Abu Ar-Riah from
Khan Younis. In urban centers such as Nablus and
the two
West Bank strongholds of the AI-Aqsa Brigades, there is also
considerable infighting between competing factions. 120

b) Command and Control Structure
The formal Palestinian security sector is under the political and opera
tional control of Vasser Arafat. As the
of the PNA, he is the
supreme commander of all PNA security and intelligence
Though in theory the different bodies are supposed to be subordinate
to a Higher Council of National Security (HCNS),121 since 1994 al/ secu
rity forces have in
directly and
to Arafat.
Beneath the supreme
there is in fact no intermediate level of
command. The only organizational structure at this level is the General
Directorate of Palestinian
which is responsible for
the logistic coordination and maintenance of the Palestinian security
forces. It is headed by General Nasser Yousef and consists of nine
administrative departments responsible for logistics, training, commu
nication, financial
and political guidance. However, the Direc
torate has no operational authority and is not allowed to interfere with
122 Each of the security chiefs in
the activities of the different
Gaza and the West Bank receives his orders
from the
president.
Among the various security forces, the division of labor is unclear and
as are the exact duties and resDonsibilities. There is also a lack

'20 In Nablus for instance, there is competition between separate AI-Aqsa
components from the Old City (whose emblem is crossed swords) and the
Salata refugee camp (whose emblem is crossed Kalashnikov assault rifles), as
well as between separate militias within the Old City. See ICG. Who Governs
the West Bank?, p.
121 The HCNS consisted of the
chiefs and the president himself. Until
2002, the formal command chain ran
the HCNS to the district governors,
who are appointed by the president and nominally
for internal secu
were supposed to
rity matters. The different security bodies in the
report to the governors by means of local security committees. However, effec
tive centralization of the security forces under the HCNS was hampered by the
lack of clarity of rules and procedures and the fact that its mandate and respon
sibilities remained vague and informal. See Amundsen/Ezbidi, "Polilical Institu
tions," pp. 149-150.
122

Interviews, 2/4 August 2004. Ramallah.
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of coordination, at times among various units within the same agency.
Although there exists an assembly for jOint activities between all secu
rity forces under the
of the National
this body has
remained defunct in reality; when there is coordination, it usually
comes about via informal communication between individual
commanders. Each security branch is also self-managing in financial
terms. The result has been confusion, inefficient work, and in some
cases open confrontation and street clashes when one security branch
battles with a competing one over blurred jurisdictions or access to
a side effect
financial resources and arms. This situation is not
of the Oslo framework or the Palestinian state-building process, but a
direct and deliberate consequence of how Yasser Arafat has con
structed his security forces. In this
inter- and intra-agency
structure that
are built-in features of the PNA
ensure Arafat's
on power,
him the role of the supreme
arbiter and preventing individual security commanders from
too much power.
The command and control structure of the informal Palestinian
mainly oractors is difficult to assess. The armed sections of
in
clearly have internal command chains. Yet, it is un
clear to what extent the political
of the Islamist movement
exerts
control,
since Israel has assassinated
important political
such as Hamas' spiritual leader Sheikh Ah
med Yassin, his successor Abdul-Aziz
and many military com
manders.
With
to the
Martyrs
there is no real command
structure at all, although US and Israeli sources often portray them as
controlled by Arafat. 123 By virtue of the
and circum
stances of their
the Brigades have never established a coher
disciplined military
led by a unified command,
and decisions of a
OnCW:ltir.n
control is a function of patronage and material assistance
cash-starved
faction in a
from a
local, national, or foreign sources.
are mostly Hamas and the

123 See for instance Lufl; Clandestine
Recent remarks
PNA officials
such as Prime Minister Ahmed Qreia's
statement that the AI-Aqsa Bri
of Fateh
PM: AI-Aqsa Martyrs are Part of
constitute a
" Ha'aretz,
September
are more an
to assert authority
over the militias and obtain public support than a reflection
actual control
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PIJ but in some cases also Hizbullah and
Iran. 124 Hence, the
Brigades have increasingly become a diffuse network of many different
militias with different levels of loyalty to dif
localized and
ferent n:>tmnc
Efforts to reform the structure of the formal Palestinian
sector
the Oslo years. Certain
were undertaken
were scarce
the HCNS to offer direction on operational matters and clarify the
division of labor between the various
with respect to powers of detention and interrogation. In 1998, for
the HCNS drafted standardized mission statements and rules
but the president did not enact these.
Reforming the command structure of the PNA
sector became
politically
however, with Arafat's '100 Days P/an'- announced
before the PLC in May 2002 as a response to the internal reform de
mands in the aftermath of Operation 'Defensive Shield'- and the sub
sequent PNA reform plan of the newly formed Ministerial Reform
Committee (MRC).126 With regard to the
the reform
plan drew on conceptual input from the PLC and the Fateh Central
ICG, Who Governs the West Bank?, p. 24f; Interviews, 2/4 August 2004,
Ramallah. A Palestinian source described the pattern as follows: "Fateh people
create the Kataeb [AI-Aqsa
some of them also in the
forces, some of them not
They get paid from Fateh
establish autonomous groups with no structure or command from anywhere.
Each cell works on its own and there is no higher command, people join and
leave. There are no links
Some of these groups come to Fateh
they need money for
printing banners, transporting
etc.
these groups have five or ten
it becomes
for
Fateh bodies or the PNA that they are
then they cut the monev off.
Then the
for example in Jenin, switch from Kataeb to the Islamic
name because from there the money floWS." By most accounts,
and act in
the AI-Aqsa factions relying on Islamist support have been growing consistently
in 2004.
125

Palestinians make a clear distinction between the 'authentic' national
ist AI-Aqsa Brigades and the more gang-like and 'warlordist' outfits that have
supported by
emerged since mid-2002, although such a distinction is
empirical evidence. 'Warlordisl' outfits attack Israeli targets in
to acquire
sponsorship and political
and 'authentic' groups have an interest in
local matters affecting their
ability. Ibid. and ICG, Who Governs the
West Bank?, p. 23.
126 The MRC was created on behalf of Arafat himself and had the task of
translating his '100 Days Plan' into a detailed reform schedule referring to the
various government sectors of the PNA.
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Committee and Revolutionary Council. The plan focused on the inte
forces into three main bodies: the
gration of all Palestinian
internal agencies - Preventive Security, Civit Police, and Civil
as well as the Border Police were to fall under the authority of the
Interior Minister, who as a member of the Cabinet would report to the
as external
minister; General Intelligence and National
bodies, as well as the Presidential
would remain under the
direct control of Arafat. A re-formed HCNS, named National Security
Council (NSC), would coordinate and oversee the implementation of
the security reform measures under the aegis of the Interior Minister
as the Council'S
General. 127 The
of this 'Ministry of
Interior Security Sector Reform Plan'was to centralize command and
control in the Cabinet and loosen the president's grip on the internal
bodies. In late June 2002, the Civil
Preventive Security
and Civil Defense including their administrations, property and equip
ment - the Border Police remained semi-independent were merg pri
with a restructured Ministry of Interior and their heads replaced.
The new structure is officially referred to as the General
However, none of this has altered the command chain in practice.
and administrative
Although theoretically endowed with full
control, the apPOinted Interior Minister, Abdul-Razzeq AI-Yahya in
reality did not have any effective authority over his ministry and the
under his command,129 and neither did his successors Hani
Report of the Ministerial Reform Committee, London, 18 February 2003, pp.
18-19; Interview, 5 August 2004, Ramallah.

127

Mohammed Dahlan, head of the Preventive Security's Gaza branch, was
nnninierl National Security Advisor to Arafat and held the post until mid-2003;
head of the Preventive Security's West Bank branch, was ap
pointed Governor of Jenin and is Arafat's current National Security Advisor.
Brigadier General Tawfiq Tirawi, head of General Intelligence in the West Bank
was dismissed but later reinstated 10 his position. Major General Ghazi AI-Jibali,
head of the Civil Police in Gaza and the West Bank, was appointed police
affairs advisor to the president and replaced with Major Salim AI-Bardani, who
was appOinted 'marshal' of the police; AI-Jibali was reinstated soon after and
then replaced in July 2004 with Sa'eb AI-Ajez. Major Mahmoud Abu
resigned as head of Civil Defense and Major Omar Ashour was appointed in
place. Interview, 1 August 2004, Ramallah; Palestinian Independent Commis
sion for Citizens' Rights (PICCR). Eighth Annual Report, 1 January-31 Decem
ber 2002,
128

129 Soon after
appointment, various elements of Fateh united in
opposition to him: as
as the Central Committee was concerned, he lacked
the power base to effectively restructure the security forces, while lower cadres
such as in the Tanzim opposed him for his plans to dismantle local armed
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and Hakam Balawi. In particular, all three have been
unable to make any senior appointments or impose financial discipline
on the
the official reform
taken in 2002 were gradually
reversed by the president in the second half of 2003. Following the
resignation of the Abu Mazen cabinet in September 2003, Arafat in
sisted that the NSC - after having prevented its activation for more
than 12 months - should temporarily assume the function of reorgan
izing and commanding the
this would succeed under
his presidency until an emergency government was established. l3l
when Abu Ala's emergency cabinet was finally put in place in October
2003, the NSC was neither dissolved nor functionally readjusted. On
the contrary, under pressure from Arafat Abu Ala' renounced all prime
minister and cabinet
in
matters in favor of the
which practically assumed the function of the Ministry of Interior.
in the Fateh Central Committee, the
With
from the
to transform this proviso into a permanent
president then
arrangement after
formation of the new regular government in
November 2003: the Ministry of Interior officially lost its jurisdiction in
security matters to the
and Arafat ordered the heads of the Civil
Police and Preventive
to
to him
as the
nr<>"irl<>nt of the Council.
factions, and the security chiefs dismissed under his tenure resented their
removal. In October 2002, Arafat thus replaced him with Hani AI-Hassan. Inter
views, 2/4 August 2004, Ramallah.
130 The only major reform undertaken by Hani AI-Hassan was the official
abolishment of the State Security Courts in April 2003. The State
Courts were established in 1995 in order to try those
of violence
Israeli targets on behalf of the president and
without any proce
whatsoever. However, in spite of AI-Hassan's decision these
continue to exist
131 The NSC includes the president, the prime minister, the ministers of finance,
interior and foreign affairs, a member of the PLO Executive Committee, and the
heads of the various security forces, According to the original plan of the MRC,
the NSC would not have had any direct command role. Shikaki, Khalil, Der
Nationale Sicherheilsrat, PCPSR Working Paper No. 13, Ramallah.

In addition to that, Abu Ala' also had to do without his designated Interior
Minister Nasser Yousef who refused to take the official oath before the president.
Abu Ala' justified his compliance with Arafat's demands by
that his was a
temporarily limited emergency government. Interview, 5 August
Ramallah,
132

133 Shikaki, Nalionale Sicherheilsrai. This left the Ministry of Interior with some
minor responsibility in administrative, training, and financial mailers.

The NSC, however, is extra-constitutional and
without any
formal procedures; instead of fulfilling its original function of reorgan
tool for controlling
izing the security forces,134 it is now Arafat's
2004 crisis and the tem
the security sector. In the context of the
porary resignation of the prime minister and various security chiefs
has been concluded between Arafat and Abu
a new
Ala' with regard to implementing the MRC security reform plan: ac
to this understanding, the Ministry of Interior will finally obtain
and subsequently over the General
control over the internal
Intelligence; a new National Security command will merge and unify
Border
the
elements such as National
Naval Police, and Military Intelligence; and Arafat will keep the position
of supreme commander and retain control of the Presidential Guard. m
Past
however
that one should be
con
cerning the actual implementation of the agreement. As of October
2004, all PNA
forces still function independently of each other
and reoort directly to Arafat.

c) Size ofForces
The proliferation of Palestinian
since 1995 has gone
hand in hand with a massive increase in the number of personnel
sector, Originally, the
of the Oslo II
employed in the
was set for an overall strength of
PNA security per
risen by 1996 to over 30,000
sonnel, but this number had
men, according to Israeli sources.
This development was quietly
acquiesced by the Israeli Government under the proviso of combating
'terrorism' and political violence. 137 At present the PNA forces have a

According to the memorandum of understanding between Abu Ala' and
Arafat of November 2003, the NSC "shall set down in no more than one month
a detailed regulation on its membership and the means of administering its
and work, and (b) a detailed regulation on restructuring and unifying the
work of the security
and the National Security forces [sic) to increase
their effectiveness
specify their authority," Quote in PICCR. Eighth Annual
Report, p, 104.
134

Interviews, 26 July, 1 Augus12004, Jerusalem,
136

Luft, "Palestinian Security Services," p, 5,

In fact, prior to Oslo, Palestinian and Israeli security
had estimated
that the PNA would need a security structure with some 20,000 personnel
during the interim period.
137
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combined
of between 40,000 and 45,000
138 with
the Civil Police employing 18,500
(according to Palestinian
sources, this number is planned to
to over 24,000).139 Other
sources even estimate that the number of
employed across
all the security forces amounts to 50,000 to 60,000 individuals. 140
of 40,000
this gives a oolice-to
one of the hiq hest in the world, 141
This inflation of
personnel is on the one hand a consequence
of the initial focus of institutional
building in the PNA on the
areas of
and maintenance of internal order.
Equally
is the security sector's function as an
agency of employment. The dire economic situation in the
characterized by structural dependency on Israel and in
dustrial de-development, forced the PNA to adopt a
of mas
sive public employment in order to both maintain
stability and
enable economic development. Palestinian public institutions had to
simultaneously absorb PLO cadres and Palestinians previously em
ployed
the Israeli Civil Administration, reward Fateh
and
provide
for the
young population. 142 Thus, in the year
2000 about 19
or 110,000 members of the total work force in
Gaza and the West Bank were on the public payroll, with public em
ployment reaching 40 percent in Gaza. Due to the
deterioration and Israel's
and closure'
during
the second Intifada, this number has risen to approximately
A significant
of this number has joined the
in particular in areas affected by constant IDF closures such as
In anticipation of a further IDF withdrawal from West Bank territories, the
PNA had sought Israeli approval for an additional increase to the accepted
30,000 by 12,000 in 1999/2000. The request remained pending as the third and
final phase of withdrawal under Oslo II never occurred. Sayigh, Yezid, 'The
Palestinian Paradox: Statehood, Security and Institutional Reform," in Conflict,
Security, and Development, Vol. 1(2001) No.1, pp. 101-108, p. 104.
Interview, 26 July 2004, Jerusalem.
140 Hilal, Jamil/Khan, Mushtaq Husain, "State Formation under the PNA: Poten
tial Outcomes and Their Viability," in Khan, State Formation, pp. 65-119, p. 84.
141

The international norm stands at around 1 to 350.

The Palestinian population growth rate, currently at 4.2 percent, Is one of the
highest in the world.

142

143 International Monetary Fund (IMF). West Bank and Gaza: Economic
Performance and Reform under Conflict Conditions, 15 September 2003, p. 33.
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Nablus and Jenin and the Gaza Strip.
to Palestinian
sources,144 this trend continues, particularly in the light of the overall
unemployment rate of 34
Such a development has had grave consequences for the security
the
of
forces
the
sector. First of
is allocated
rebuilding of capacities as the bulk of the security
for the
of salaries.
it negatively affects the opera
and facilitates corruption
tional
of the
and kinship identity manipulation. Downsizing the security forces is
therefore one of the key demands of the reform coalition and its par
of
liamentary constituency. In 2002, the PLC set a concrete force
a cumulative total of 15,000 Palestinian
and
personnel,
of the totals of 9,000 Civil Police personnel (6,000 in the
West Bank and 3,000 in Gaza) and 6,000 National Security and Gen
eral
(4,000 in the West Bank and 2,000 in
145 Likewise, the PLC Committees of Budget and Interior submit
ted a Draft Law on Military Personnel Retirement in 2003 in order to
in the proto-army' branches of the
curb the increase of
security sector. 146 However, these efforts have so far proved fruitless
of
maintenance and
the PNA's
opposition and discontent by public employment as well as the wors
economic situation.

d) Legislative Basis
As a consequence of the ad-hoc creation of the PNA security forces
and their
function in Vasser Arafat's
during the Oslo
power
the legislative basis of the PNA
sector is
extraordinarily narrow. Most of the current security
have their
are either a combi
institutional roots in the Palestinian
nation of various PLO units (such as the National Security) or outright
successors to PLO security details
as the Presidential
and the General Intelligence). The
basis of those bodies conSists
of decrees issued by Arafat in his function as PNA president; this is re
of whether a given PLO unit was transformed into a PNA
agency (such as Force 17, which was offiCially disbanded in 1994 and
144

Interviews, 26 July, 1 August 2004, Jerusalem.

145

Report of the Ministerial Reform Committee, p. 19.

14~ PICCR, Ninth Annual Report, 1 January-31 December 2003, Ramailah 2004.

p.53.
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then reconstituted as the Presidential Security), or whether it was an
agency that was
established after 1994 (such as the
or given independent status (such as in 1995 the Military
Intelligence, which was previously part of the National Security).
Some legal provIsions regarding role, structure, personnel strength,
and armament of the
forces were
out in the Oslo II
to Article IV, Annex I of the
the
PNA security forces have seven tasks: (1) maintaining internal
and Dublic order, (2) protecting the people and
a sense of
and stability, (3) adopting all measures necessary for
crime, (4) defending
installations and infrastructure,
acts of harassment and retribution, (6)
terror
(5)
ism and incitement to
and (7) other normal policing activi
and a massive in
ties. 147 In the light of
crease in the number of personnel, however, these external provisions
in practice soon became obsolete.
In terms of the PNA's internal legal order, very little legislation exists to
domain.
the work or define the jurisdiction in the
There are some exceptions: the Civil Defense operates on the basis of
the Civil Defense Law No.3 (1998); the Civil Police
on the
basis of the Police Law No.6 (1963), the Penal Code No.3 (2001), and
a patchwork of further
pieces. 148 However, there is no legislative
basis issued by the PLC
the
of the other secu
rity agencies, and neither are there any laws clarifying the manage
ment of cadres or procedur
rights and duties, or disciplinary measures. Some
miSSion
statements and rules of
were drafted by the HCNS in
1998, but they still await their enactment by the nF",ciriont
internal regulations are mostly inherited from the PLA and applied by
individual commanders on a selective basis, with personnel at all levels
often ignorant of their existence or pertinence. 149

The Palestinian-Israeli Interim Agreement on the West Bank and Gaza Strip,
Washington, DC, 28 September 1995,
This includes the 1936 British Penal Law with incremental elements of Egyp
tian Law in Gaza and Jordanian Law in the West Bank, the Law on Firearms
and Traffic (1997), and the Arab League Law in relation to the prevention of
'terrorism.' Interviews, 26 July, 1 August 2004, JerusalemlRamallah,
149 Interviews, 26 July, 11214 August 2004, Jerusalem/Ramallah; Sayigh, "Pales
tinian Paradox," p, 105,

ramifications for regulating the legal
of the
activities might in the longer term emanate from Arafat's
which for the first time de
ratification of the Basic Law in May
lineated a
normative basis. Article 84 of the Amended Basic Law
states:
Forces and the Police are a
force. It is the
armed force in the country, its function is to defend the
protect the community and maintain public
morals. This force
its duties within the limits "rocrriho,;
law with
to
and freedoms. (2)
and the Police shall be regulated by law."
until now, no
has been issued by the PLC concerninq the structural and
administrative status of the security forces.
Civil-Democratic Oversight Mechanisms
over and control of the PNA Executive branch is,
with the promulgation of laws, the main area of jurisdiction of the PLC.
The
legislative and oversight powers are delineated in the
Basic
mechanisms, procedures, and instruments of
of
were
work are detailed in the PLC Bylaw. Both
::>nnr"ved by the PLC as early as 1996 and subsequently served as the
basis for the PLC's work, although they were not
en
acted
Arafat before 2002 and 2003 respectively. On paper, the
Basic Law and the PLC Bylaw grant the PLC a considerable set of pow
ers and instruments to exercise its oversight role,
of
the DubUc
the granting and withdrawing of confidence to the
and questioning by individual PLC members.
the
PLC exercises
through the work of its
which
have the function of reviewing legislation and decrees and monitoring
by the Executive. Instruments of the committees
their
include
of Executive offiCials, investigations, and
reBesides
the PLC has the authority to form
factand
committees. Four of the PLC committees
engage in the security domain.
The Interior Committee is specifically designed to follow up the
in the field of
and internal af
Executive's
particular with regard to the activities of the
::I"onri<:l'" including their cooperation with Israel. It is chaired
a former PLA general.
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(2) The Committee for the Oversight of Human
and
Freedoms deals with the current control of PNA activities in the
realm of administration. human rights, and citizenship.
(3) The Budget and Financial Affairs Committee has the task of
controlling the PNA in the areas of expenditure and revenue and
prepares the
proposal submitted to the PLC by the Cabi
including the funds allocated to the security forces.
Committee deals with the preparation of proposed laws
(4) The
but also with all other
of legal matters with which the PLC
is confronted such as, for
the status and independence
of the Judiciary.
In
terms,
the scope of civil-democratic
and control over the PNA security sector is very limited. At times, the
PLC
in open confrontation with the Executive but ultimately
drew back, often under the
of protecting national unity. In con
trast to the Oslo years, which witnessed active and regular
and investigating of the
the PLC's
nA.fnrm;:>
has been effectively paralyzed since the outbreak of the Intifada; be
tween 2000 and
neither the Council nor its committees under
took any notable monitoring activities, with the
of the PLC's
successful effort to force the
of Arafat's cabinet through
hinting at a withdrawal of confidence in 2002 (which,
was
more motivated by personal and regional grievances than genuine
Following the ratification of the Basic Law, over
activities increased slightly in 2003 and in 2004, with, for exam
ple, the Interior and the Legal Committee holding a hearing for Mo
hammed Dahlan in his function as Minister of State for
Affa
and more
questioning from Council members with regard to
the Executive's security
continuous and effective
monitoring of the PNA
sector has been absent, and no censure
of the government, interpellation of ministers and offiCials, or formation
of investiqative committees has occurred during the last four years. ISO
150 See PICCR, SiXtll Annual Report, 1 January-31 December 2000. Ramallah
2001 pp. 61-63; Seventh Annual Report, 1 January-31 December 2001, Ra
mallah 2002, pp. 68-73; Eighth Annual Report; Ninth Annual Report, DO. 62-66.
In some instances, however, PLC members formed investigative
their own personal initiative. For
a number of representat
Gaza Strip established a committee to
the case of the assassination
of Colonel Rajeh Abu Lihya, head of the Civil Police Public Order Unit in Gaza,
by Hamas activists in October 2002. Nevertheless, the PLC did not issue a
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The poor oversight record of the PLC is a function of the security sec
tor's characteristics as
its
its infor
mal command structure, and its general lack of legal normative fun
is obstructed in
by the refusal of
daments. Efficient
the Executive to pass information or to comply with the
C;U,"C;::>,-" for
leaving the PLC with few constitutional sanctions
to enforce Executive compliance and
control decision-mak
ing. For instance, the work of the PLC Interior Committee is - accord
. to Palestinian sources - rendered ineffective because its chairman
Fakhri Shakura
lacks personal power and has bad relations with
the heads of the security forces, so he cannot establish direct relations
with them and must work under Arafat or through him."151
Poor oversight is also an expression of the PLC's more general institu
tional weakness. Although the Executive is legally
to obtain
PLC approval for its major policies, the most important political and
economic policies are in fact formulated and implemented by the
alone. 152 This institutional defiCiency results from a variety
of factors such as the limited parliamentary experience in Palestine
and the lack of tradition in terms of
monitoring activi
ties,153 the lack of effective
blocs, the hegemonic
in membership between the PLC and the
tion of
ernment with the Cabinet including up to 23 n;:>rli;:>m<>ntAri;:mc: 1!>
and the irregularity of PLC activities due to the
West Bank and Israeli curfews and closures.
The 'reformist' constituency among the parliamentarians has made
strenuous efforts since 2002 to enhance parliamentary
As a
response to Arafat's '100
Plan, 'the PLC in May 2002 adoDted a
resolution on the formation of the committee, with the result that it was not clas
sified as a parliamentary investigative committee. PICCR, Eighth Annual Report.
151

Interview, 4 August 2004, Ramallah.

152 Important laws
in particular in the areas of democra rv
administration, and budgeting are adopted and passed to
endorses them only after they have been reformulated to meet his demands or
else refuses to sign them invoking the veto power bestowed upon him in the
Basic Law.

Rather than using serious oversight instruments such as interpolation and
the withdrawal of confidence, PLC members by and large find it sufficient to
raise questions, assign blame, and submit recommendations,
154
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for the
'Reform Charter'that entailed concrete and
de-politicization and democratization of the
sector. Reflecting
many of the
elements of the SSR
the document de
manded the reduction of the
of bodies with similar
and their placing under the authority
of the
of Interior and the PLC. It also called for the formula
tion and promulgation of laws that define the duties of each
body as well as the requirements for joining them. Other demands
included the
of
commanders' employment to four
years and the legal prohibition forbidding any security
to
interfere in politics, pursue economic activities other than those al
lowed by law, or engage independently in cooperation with Israel.
Finally, the document
the HCNS with a new na
tional security committee based in law. ISS
Some of the 'Reform Charters'elements,
those pertaining to
the structure of command and control, were subsequently incorpo
rated into the MRC reform plan. However, the politically more farconstitutional and legislative demands were
dropped.
In ;,rirllrlr,n when the called-for national
committee was es
tablished in the form of the reconstituted HCNS in September
this was done per preSidential decree and without any
of
the PLC. Especially problematic is the fact that the NSC is not men
tioned in the Amended Basic Law; the parliament thus has no authority
over it and cannot hold it to account. The NSCs formation therefore
neutralized the
democratizing effects of the appointment
of a Palestinian prime minister. This reform step had aimed at subthe internal
bodies to parliamentary control and sepa
rating the powers between the Executive and the Legislative: Article 69
of the Amended Basic Law
the
for
internal security to the cabinet under the Prime
Article 71
to the Interior Minister the authority to propose and implement
the general policy of his ministry after approval by the cabinet. Ac
cording to the law, both the cabinet and individual ministers could
thereby have been held accountable by the PLC through motions of
confidence.
As with other reform areas, the PLCs efforts to
civil-de
mocratic oversight and control have
been stalled since
2002. The results of new attempts in Summer 2004 to implement the
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of the 'Reform
decree remain thus to be seen.

by

f) Culture of the Security Sector
With
to the
the term 'culture'refers to the se
curity actors' patterns of attitude and consistent behavior. These pat
sector's tradition
terns are usually deeply embedded in the
and often prevail after the
of structural reforms. The
most
in the Palestinian context are (1) the violation
of human riqhts. and (2) the manipulation of kinship identities.
(1) Although some of the Palestinian security forces work in a rea
in many other branches there is equally a
sonably
tradition of human rights abuses and infringement on civil liberties.
detention
These abuses include the mistreatment of citizens,
without legal charges, and torture, as well as death in custody and
during imprisonment.
both in the context of
in relation to opposition elements (in
political
- for
Hamas and the PIJ)! critics of the political leadership, and
Israeli collaborators
and the 'resolution' of
conflicts.
Whereas the Civil Police has a
good human rights re
cord, the intelligence agencies the Preventive Security, the General
and
the Military
are known and
feared for their practice of conducting arrests without warrant or
and their use of torture during interrogation. Human rights
violations are
by the existence of a two-layer prison sys
tem in the PNA areas: on the one hand, there is the official PNA prison
the 'Reform and Rehabilitation Centers' - that are supervised
by the General Directorate of Civil Police and governed by law;157 on
the other
each security agency also has its own
detention and interrogation centers, which are neither regulated by
any
nor
to the supervision of the Ministry of Inte
As a consequence, the role of the internal
rior.
Interviews, 27 July. 2 August 2004, Ramallah, See also PICCR. Ninth An
nual Report, pp, 142-152,
'57

Reform and Rehabilitation Center Law No, 6 (1998),

Such was the case with the Jericho Military Prison of the National Security.
the Jneid Military Prison of the Presidential Security in Nablus, and the various
military prisons of the Military Intelligence, The Preventive
central
prison and interrogation center was established in Beitunia, In
to the
Dhahriya interroaation Center in the southern West Bank and the Jneid Interro
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(and, in part, that of the Civil Police) is perceived largely as being in
opposition to the people rather than as support or protection. 159
The lack of democratic ethos in the security sector is in many respects
a consequence of the security personnel's socialization and lack of
experience. As former members of the PLA or other paramilitary Pales
tinian units, the officer-level personnel at the National Security and
Civil Police have a military background and no previous knowledge or
practical experience of policing. Many members of the Preventive Se
curity are activists of the first Intifada who were imprisoned by the
Israeli authorities and have themselves been subjected to torture.
These experiences clearly strengthen the likelihood of a democratic
deficit being maintained within the Palestinian security institution. 160
Efforts have been made from inside and outside the security sector to
strengthen and enhance the respect for human rights. In the year
2000, the General Directorate of the Civil Police issued instructions to
all police authorities under its supervision to structure the relationship
between the Civil Police and the citizenry in accordance with legal
provisions; the instructions furthermore stated that the issuing of or
ders for arrest, detention, and searches of property and persons falls
within the jurisdiction of the Judiciary.161 The Preventive Security, since
2000, has hired a larger percentage of law graduates to improve its
staff's occupational performance. This was one of the measures in
cluded in the Preventive Security's proclaimed 'professional and be
havioral revolution' of 1999, which involved rationalization, increased
training, and the dismissal of problematic officers. It also entailed a
withdrawal from duties unrelated to security and referring complain
gation Center in the northern West Bank. However, most of the reform and
rehabilitation centers and illegal detention facilities were subjected to partial or
complete destruction during 2002.
159 Another related aspect is the extensive use of stolen vehicles by members of
the security forces, in direct contrast to the Civil Police 's mission to prevent the
spread and use of such vehicles. Many of those vehicles are implicated in the
death and injury of citizens . Unofficial estimates point to the existence of 10,000
stolen Israeli cars in the West Bank districts and 12,000 in Gaza. Interview, 2
August 2004 , Ramallah .
160 Such a mindset is also reflected in the very names of the security bodies .
Terms such as 'Preventive Security' and 'General Intelligence ' indicate that the
main function of policing is maintaining internal stability rather than the protec
tion of law and order in the service of the Palestinian citizenry .
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PICCR, Sixth Annual Report, p. 120.
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the
or whatever agency was legally
Furthermore, training in human rights has been pro
vided by Palestinian NGOs and as part of donor assistance programs.
the lack of
However, due to the destruction of
and absent political will, these efforts have only a
training
limited range. Patterns of human rights violations thus
(2) Kinship identity manipulation refers to the effects of family and
tribal relations on the
of the
sector. Individuals in
key security positions as well as within the rank and file of the PNA
services are often recruited according to
kin affilia
the
of Musa Arafat as the head of
tions. For
National Security in Gaza during the upheaval of July 2004 occurred
due to his being Vasser Arafat's nephew.
there is overlap
and other per
between various security forces and local
sons with influence in society, be it for political, economic or social
reasons, and local
chiefs tend to unite with influential clans. In
the Palestinian environment where lines between local clans, political
forces are blurred, individual officers are
militias, and
thus well placed in terms of exploiting their coercive abilities. relationand
In the context of the continuing political and geographical fragmenta
kin affiliation is likely to
an even
tion of the Occupied
greater role in the future. In the closure-affected areas of the West
Bank - especially the districts of Jenin, Nablus,
and Qalqilya
ties are
important as kinship groups
gain influence in the local security branches and the transfer of secu
rity personnel between different localities remains imoossible. In this
anarchical
kinship bonds also
a
of the provision of
within the Palestinian
ally, and it comes as no surprise that there are also
pointing
toward the revival of the unofficial Palestinian clan judicial system,
which came into existence during the Arab Revolt in the 1930s. 163
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Brown. Palestinian Politics, p. 37.
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Interviews, 27 July, 2/4 August 2004, Ramallah.
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3. The Economic Dimension
In economic terms, the SSR
calls for the introduction of effec
tive
financing, and
of the security sector in
order to support, right-size, train, and equip the internal and military
forces,l64 The Palestinian state-formation context in this re
poses two critical
(1) the budqet situation of the PNA
the problem of corruption,

(1) The PNA's budget situation from the onset has been characterized
massive fiscal vulnerability, This was a result of four interrelated
factors, In socio-economic
poverty and the dominance of small
scale farming and small, family-owned enterprises meant that the
the institu
taxable capacity of the economy was limited,
Palestinian state was weak and had to
tional capacity of the
be built from scratch, Thirdly, various interest groups,
forinvestors limited the PNA's revenue mobilization
as larger investors were often able to obtain tax exemptions,
Fourth and most importantly, the international context substantially
influenced the revenue-collection efforts, and more than any other
factor Israel reoresented a constraint on the PNA tax policy,
The economic framework of the Oslo process was enshrined in the
Paris Protocol of Economic Relations (PEP), which was signed in 1994
and then amended in the context
to the cairo
in 1995. The
of the PEP ",p\lpcpl"
of the Oslo II
limited the role of Palestinian institutions in
their own fiscal
and trade
the Protocol formalized the de facto customs union
between Gaza and the West Bank and Israel that had come into exis
tence during the Israeli military occupation; it imposed the Israeli
value-added tax
on the Occupied Territories; and it provided a
tax-clearance
according to which Israel collected and trans
ferred to the PNA taxes and custom duties imposed on Palestinian
from or via Israel. 165 These tax and customs revenues are the
source of public funding, making up around 60 percent
most
of all public treasury revenues between 1995 and 1999. 166 In addition,
the interpretation by Israel of the terms of the Protocol,
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Chanaa, Security Sec/or Reform. p. 48.
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Odd-HelgellZagha, Adel, "Taxation and State Formation in Pales
in Khan, Siale Formation, pp. 192-214. pp. 205-209.
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PICCR, Sixth Annual Report, p. 119.

with reference to imported goods, resulted in the loss of significant
revenues,
rI<>npnrl<>nt on Israeli rebates of
The PNA has thus been
customs and taxes, which gives the Israeli Government an efficient
political weapon, Indeed, on several occasions during the Oslo years
Israel withheld tax revenues in order to politically punish the PNA. In
of
order to reduce this vulnerability, the PNA undertook various
activities and established secret
which enabled
some public funds to be allocated by the Executive outside the
budget;167 it also relied on external assistance both for investments
and to cover running expenses, with foreign aid constituting about 14
ofthe budget between 1995 and 1999. 168

Since 2000, the PNA's budget situation has dramatically deteriorated
as revenue in the form of general tax and incomes from monopolies
dried up with the escalation of violent conflict. Throughout 2001 and
most of 2002 Israel withheld the tax revenues collected on behalf of
Terri
the PNA and the central Palestinian institutions in the
which resulted in long
in paying
tories became stripped of
administrative staff and a standstill in terms of infrastructure mainte
nance. In combination with the decline of underlying revenue and
absorption due to the decrease in activity and
this depressed
fiscal revenues actually received by the PNA
78
in 2001, in
comparison with just prior to the Intifada. 169 The
of foreign aid
of roughly
billion over this period has enabled the PNA to fulfill
to
for the
its essential functions but far from
revenue shortfall. 170 At the same time, PNA expenditure rose signifi
during the second Intifada, driven by increases in recruitment
and wage levels. The PNA 2004 budget shows a
million
budget deficit before external financing. In political terms the financial
decline since 2000 has contributed enormouslv to the erosion of the
PNA's central power.
j
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This practice was silently acquiesced to by Israel and other external actors.
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Fjeldslad/Zagha, "Taxation and State Formation," pp. 205-209.
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IMF, West Bank and Gaza, p. 69.

170 Donors have more than doubled their pre-Intifada disbursement levels,
of US$950 million per annum between 2001 and 2003,
providing an
30 percent to the GOP and over 20 percent to Palestin
and in so doing
incomes. World Bank, Disengagement, The Palestinian Econ
the Settlements, 23 June 2004, p. 3.
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The security sector still
up the single
category of recurrent PNA sDendinq, In 2000, security and law enforcement
million, constituting about 35 percent of the
remained more or less constant in the years

Budget Allocation for Security and law Enforcement,

2001-2003
(in millions of US DOllarf71

However, the impressive total percentage of expenditure does not
translate into efficient
structures on the ground, As the data
show, the bulk of security funds are earmarked for salaries. This is a
result of the considerably inflated personnel numbers, which, amongst
other thinqs. reflect the security sector's function as an agency of
As
mentioned, few financial resources are
therefore available for capacity building, security infrastructure and
training, with grave consequences for the
forces' quality of
performance. In addition to that, the donor community has been re
luctant to provide financial assistance in the absence of Israeli assur
ances that the IDF would not destroy new facilities or imprison and
assassinate highly trained security and intelligence officers.
sector the PLC's role in f'\\Jo,rc:"""
over the
the budget is very limited. Although there is a law
with
to the
of the
172 it
is
by the Executive: usually the Cabinet submits
the budget draft with considerable delay, does not comply with the
procedural mechanism stated in law, and refuses to disclose private
funds overseen
the PNA or their revenue, profits, and expenditure,
In addition to the official budget, the security agencies also have their

'" IMF, West Bank and Gaza, p, 74,
172

Regulation of the Public Budget and Financial Affairs Law No, 7 (1998),
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which have nothing to do with the Ministry of Finance
to ministerial and PLC oversight and control or

(2) The phenomenon of corruption in the Occupied Territories is inti~
mately tied to the political and economic
that were
on the Palestinians in the course of the Oslo process. Corrup
tion can be understood as illegal rent~seeking where the state is bribed
to create or maintain
income or to allocate privileged re
sources in particular ways.
Officials in emerging or disputed states
upon their ability to raise funds through such shadow
regularly
rentnetworks in order to maintain themselves and their status.
in the Palestinian security sector affects both the rank and file
and the command level. During the Oslo years, many
of rank
and file-corruption were a direct consequence of the system of control
and labour that Israel established in the
over the movement of
West Bank and Gaza. The Oslo Accords created a patchwork of differ
ent areas under either the jurisdiction of the PNA, jOint Israeli-Pales
tinian
or the total control of Israel. The _ _
mentation of the
Territories severely limited the Palestinian
ability to move between different areas and automatically brought
about a system of petty corruption
Palestinian security
functioning as 'gatekeepers' of the crossing points between the differ
this
of control became defunct after the
ent areas. 174
thereby limiting oppor
Israeli reoccupation of the West Bank in
tunities of illegal
for the rank and
small-scale extor
tion of
and traders by
officials is still the most
common form of petty corruption, The very low wages in the security
sector - the average monthly wage of those working for the Palestin
ian security forces is about US$200, which is one third less than that
granted to those in the civil service and below the level reauired to
avoid poverty - stronqlv contribute to such
on the command level serves both institutional and private
gain. Patterns of illegal rent-seeking here include: unauthorised tax
collection inside the
the
extraction of
unofficial tolls from businessmen importing or exporting goods via
Israeli-Palestinian border points; the usage of donations of local mer
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See Hilal/Khan, 'State Formation', p, 77,

chants in order to construct
facilities; and the
of
lucrative monopolies such as on fuel and cement supply or the gam
bling casino at Jericho. 175
the public finance
was one of the
elements of
the PNA's 2002 reform program, and some substantial progress in
terms of placing expenditure and revenues under the control of the
of Salam Fayyad as
Cabinet has been made with the
Finance Minister, although reform lost much of its early momentum in
Summer 2003. Some of these measures were
aimed at
efficient financing
the corruption phenomenon and
and budgeting in the
sector. In 2003, the salaries of members
of the Civil
the Preventive
the Civil
and the
General Intelligence were transferred to their bank accounts instead of
being paid to the
of these agencies, which had assumed a
distributive role in the transfer process. In early 2004, Arafat approved
a decision of the Cabinet to channel the salaries of all National
through their personal bank accounts, together with a
increase through changes in the official exchange rate for the US Dol
lar from 3.7 to 4 New Israeli Shekel (NIS). These
have re
duced some of the power in the hands of the security heads who often
funds in order to sustain a
additional salaries from their
personal power base in their
agency.
Again, however, these reform measures have been far from effective
in practice and reflect the difficulties inherent in rationalizing and ina
that has been following a strategy of clientel
ism and patronage for more than ten years: there are no efficient
bodies in the Ministry of Finance with
to
penditure as demanded by the Ministerial Reform Committee in
salaries still make up the bulk of the
budget, and corruption
continues to thrive. All this erodes the PNA's abilitv to rebuild
ties and train forces according to SSR n'''''''''',nt-<:
dramatic effects of
rent-seekinq on the
the Palestinian security services.

-------.--~---

Sayigh, 'Palestinian Paradox', p, 106,
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4. The Societal Dimension
In liberal democratic theory, as with much of the SSR
civil society is believed to be the most effective agency with regard to
,;"..",...,-y::.i i7i"" society and the best antidote to authoritarian rule. Just
as effective SSR calls for the existence of a capable state. it also relies
upon the existence of functioning civil institutions. 176
e

Civil society,
is somewhat of a fluid concept, and there is no
exact consensus on the meaning of the term. It may be defined as an
associational realm between the state and family
by organi
zations that enjoy autonomy from the state and are formed voluntarily
by members of
in order to
or extend their interests and
this entails the ability to reach decision-makers on the elite
level. In terms of
the realm includes various forms of associa
tions such as
trade unions, charities, and
and reli
organizations.
With reference to the security sector, a major
role in providing checks and balances is
to NGOs, research
and advocacy institutions, and independent media, In the state-forma
tion
however, the privileged position attributed to civil
overlooks potential problems that may often characterize civil
itself. In the Palestinian context, these are (1) the
of regime
control, (2) the question of the cohesiveness of
and (3) the
lack of civic caoacitv in a conflict-torn environment.
(1) Civil
in Palestine features a high
ness, which is partly a function of the
the 1980s, Palestinians developed a wide variety of
tions, which in the early 1990s transformed into
salaried
NGOs financed
external donors. In the face of the PNA's failure to
provide services or improve living conditions these NGOs continued to
fulfill their role of meeting the basic needs of the Palestinian populace
after the PNA's arrival, with the PNA and the NGOs competing over the
flow of external resources. Concomitantly, political
of the
PNA such as members of the reform coalition congregated in the
NGOS/ 78 this was the case especially with Palestinian human rights
176

Chanaa, Security Sector Reform, pp, 52-53.

177 Forman, Johanna Mendelson, Promoting Civil Society in Good Governance:
Lessons for tile Security Sector, DCAF, Working Paper No. 29, July 2002, p, 6,

Seventy larger secular and internationally oriented Palestinian NGOs are
banded together in the Palestinian NGO Network (PNGO). It is the most effec
live lobbvina organization for NGOs and has a leftist and oppositional orienta
178
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groups that
as the main domestic monitor holding the PNA
accountable. Main human rights organizations include for instance AI
- Law in the Service of Man and LAW, the Palestinian Society for
the Protection of Human Rights and the Environment. To the extent
it
that criticism of Vasser Arafat and the PNA was publicly
often came from the individuals associated with these and other NGOs.
Against this background, Vasser Arafat systematically tried to curb the
autonomy of the NGOs and make them detractors of the PNA's au
thoritarian rule. A
of the NGOs' cooptation by the
was the NGO Law of 2000, which
NGOs to
with the
Ministry of Interior: obtaining a license from the ministry is predicated
on an investigation and
by the
services.179 Although
many NGOs refused to comply with the law and did not register, the
on
adoption of the law by the PLC reveals a fundamental
the
of the NGO community that the regime has a significant role
the PNA has chartered
to play in monitoring NGO activity.
its own human rights organization, the Palestinian Independent Com
mission on Citizen's Rights (PICCR), which was set up by
decree in 1993 and functions as the offiCial ombudsman of the PNA.
Another factor complicating the role of civil
in providing
checks and balances to the PNA and its
sector is the lack of
cohesiveness of the Palestinian
itself and its increasing de
was a direct consequence
politicization. The
of the PNA's authoritarian rule and repression of criticism during the
Oslo years, which led to
other than Fateh
mere shadows of their former selves. By the beginning of the second
Fateh itself had fractured into rival components. Along with
these political processes went the increased fragmentation of the Pal
estinian society. Cleavages that had existed previously such as among

tion. Smaller NGOs and grassroots organizations formed their own network. the
General Union of Palestinian Charitable Societies. Islamic NGOs and those
founded with the encouragement of the PNA remain outside broader organiza
tional frameworks. For detailed information on relations between the PNA and
civil society see Brown, Palestinian Politics, pp. 138-190.
'79 Reporting requirements for NGOs are significant and the government's
requirements fairly intrusive. NGOs are for example told the acceptable size of
their boards of directors and their quorum and given strict instructions concern
In 2001 the Ministry of
ing the
of meetings of the general
for failing 10 comply
Interior
the NGO Law to shut down two
with reporting requirements.
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the urban-rural, Muslim-Christian, 'inside~ 'outside, ' West Bank-Gaza,
family/clan, and class lines became even more pronounced after
2000. 180 As a result. dialooue at a societv-wide level has been very
and scope of 'Palestinian
the only
eULLUfJle::. reform
on the elite
level and the wider
and might thus serve as a cause of
mobilization - is the problem of the security sector's corruption. 181
(3) Regime control and the lack of social cohesiveness are the two
main determinants vis-a-vis the lack of civic capacity in order to supSSR in Palestine.
growing public demand for security
of NGOs or research and
reform proposals on the
. institutions have
been absent. The Palestinian media
are unable to exert control, as access to
information is
restricted and
to properly evaluate available data and moni
Human
tor the activities of the security forces is
zations such as AI-Haq, LAW, and the PICCR partially fulfill monitoring
functions, but they are unable to effectively influence decision
on the
level. In 2000, for
human rights
tions worked with the Oversight and Human Rights Committee of the
PLC to draft
forbidding the use of torture by the security
forces, only for the draft to be buried in the plenary by the PLC's Fateh
majority. 182 Human
NGOs also do not have the necessary
to provide
human-rights education or operational
and tactical coaching of
although
have in
some cases provided successful
183 the security forces in many
180 A Palestinian source commented thus: "Even more than before, Palestinian
civil society does nol have lools to enforce a change at the present time. People
are even thinking about reactivating tribal law because thaI is now to a certain
degree whal is left and can maintain Ihe fabrics of society. Family law, i.e.
,unwritten law, as the only way of stopping a Somali or Lebanese scenario. You
do not have other tools." Interview, 2 August 2004, Ramallah.
181

Finhtv_"inhl percent of the Palestinians believe that corruption exists in Ihe

with two-thirds believing that this corruption will remain or
increase in the future. PCPSR, Press Release Poll No. 13.
182

See Brown, Palestinian Politics, p. 127.

AI-Haq for
has
a continuous human rights training profor the Civil
that
specifically on mid-level officers in charge
interrogation and imprisonment. In general, certain security branches are
credited with a more commendable level of performance with regard to civil
society than others, often thanks to the lead taken by individual commanders.
For instance, during the Oslo years, the Civil Police has undertaken a conscious
183
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other cases have refused to
The
faced by
tinian NGOs are illustrated by the record of the
the official PNA
ombudsman: of the 169 complaints concerning the security services
handled by the PICCR in 2003, 98 remained open or were closed due
to a lack of cooperation with the agency. PICCR makes strenuous
efforts to comply with its
184 but this is
by the lack
of
instruments
of
the security agencies and other PNA institutions.
As part of the 2002 reform efforts, it was Qn"",,,,...,c,,,
be taken to increase the PNA's
and
consultation of civil
The Ministerial Reform Committee's PNA
reform plan, for instance! called for a closer involvement of civil society
of
including
bodies in the
with reoresentatives of the Palestinian NGO Network, professional
sector; the measure, how
trade unions, and the
ever, did not extend to the security-related reform ~~---~~ 185
The societal dimension of SSR in the Palestinian context is thus char
acterized by civil society's lack of the tools necessary for promoting or
and broader
reforms. For Palestinian
impelling both
cooptation by the PNA during the Oslo years has not translated
into substantial influence on decision-making, and the Palestinian civil
as a whole has been mostly left out of the SSR discourse. In
the emerging Palestinian state, civil society therefore cannot be a
'magic bullet' that injects democratic nr:>r+ir",

effort to develop community poliCing and has had an active public relations
program. Sayigh, Yezid/Shikaki, Khalil, Strengthening Palestinian Public Institu
tions, Independent Task Force Report, 28 June 1998, p. 74.
184 The mandate of the PICCR is to monitor and follow up the extent to which
the Palestinian public authorities and commissions respect and protect citizens'
rights, both in practice and in terms of legislation, planning, and policy,
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Conclusion
This paper examined the
objectives, and problems of SSR in
post-Oslo Palestine. Having identified SSR as part of the broader de
mocratic transformation processes, the paper first scrutinized the SSR
agenda on the conceptual level and then analyzed SSR in the emerg
ing Palestinian state by
at the dimensions of its
The
inquiry shows that all efforts to overhaul the Palestinian
security sector have failed so far, whether undertaken in pursuit of the
restructurist' or the reformist'
The findings reflect the theo
retical and practical problems associated with the SSR agenda, and the
become particularly relevant if the tarqet for
fact that the
reform is an emerging state with a conflict-torn
The
of Palestinian SSR
the political danger inherent in the SSR program of becoming a cloak
for the
of local power structures
to the inter
ests of external actors, especially if those power structures have not
Israel and the US have
coagulated into statehood. Since
been consistently calling for the PNA and its security sector to be re
formed, yet what they call for is not democratic reform, but instead
as supreme
commander and head of the
Arafat's
PNA. Both actors hence frame the
goal of reqime chanqe in the
discourse of SSR.
As to the genuine 'reformist' agenda, its Palestinian and international
nrrml"lr'\Antc face both
and
difficulties. On
all steps to democratically transform the PNA secu
rity sector have been thwarted by a combination of external con
and the failure
straints, political unwillingness, institutional
of economic and SOCietal support mechanisms. The political context for
SSR is
in the
of Israel's policy of reoccupa
tion and the resilience of Vasser Arafat's power structure. Until now,
Arafat's political skills have proved sufficient to frustrate efforts to
reform or
the PNA security
although the material
foundations of his rule have been gravely undermined in the course of
the second Intifada. This
confirms the lack of an
Palestinian democratic movement with a solid social base that might
be capable of challenging the 'old guard' of Fateh as well as the
cal Islamists; at the moment, the Palestinian 'reformers'are simply too
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of civil-democratic overreform efforts are
by the
the emergence of informal
of the security establishment.
actors, and the extreme
This is
with a multitude of technical
such as un
a lack of
the inflation of person
clear chains of
nel
and non-democratic tradition. Finally, the economic and
societal dimension fail to set forth the necessary
mechanisms
for reform due to the financial
of the PNA, endemic cor
ruption, and the powerlessness of Palestinian civil
In conceptual terms, these difficulties illustrate the problems stemming
to the good govern
from the theoretical linkage of the SSR
ance approach. First of all, there is no consensus on the meaning of
neither among the Pales
the term security'in the Palestinian
tinians themselves nor between them and external
of the
'reformist' agenda.
for many
means not
merely personal safety from crime and disorder but primarily the end
of the Israeli
hence they conceive state
'
Palestinian statehood and territorial
and 'human secUrttYt
i.e., protection from Israeli violence and internal
as inextrica
bly linked. Yet, the establishment of state security'understood as such
is clearly outside the scope of SSR.
Further to this, the focus of the 'reformist'
security structure has obscured the need to
demobilize, or
integrate non-formal security actors. These non-formal elements have
emerged in relation to the PNA's
and administrative
tation, and have in part assumed policing functions such as Hamas -,
and in part produced insecurity, such as that connected to the armed
gangs emanating from the
Martyrs
govern
Thirdly and most fundamentally, the whole rationale of
ance underlying the SSR agenda appears
in the Palestin
ian context. With the PNA
a
type of
lacking almost all the powers of a normal state, the demand that it
should achieve democracy and good governance before achioHi ........
statehood and economic
is implausible. Mushtaq Khan
out that the concentration of executive power in the PNA was a
primary factor in maintaining the viability of Palestinian self-governi ........
institutions by allowing the Executive to create and transfer rents.
186
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Khan, t:valuaur

the Emerging Palestinian State," p. 44.

Although this
progress in
it
lized the Palestinian polity and economy under very difficult circum
stances. Trying to implement full-scale SSR in a state-formation con
text where the 'state' faces powerful
determined institu
and economic constraints might thus very well be
confusing means with ends.
Is there any
of democratizing the Palestinian
security sector in such a context? In the short
this is quite hard
to fathom. The
of the key
actors (Le., Arafat and his
commanders), the weakness of the reform coalition, and the external
constraints imposed on the PNA
militate
proper SSR. In
the current situation, the
forces are one of Arafat's last power
assets, and it is unlikely that he will cede any control over them, unless
he is
political incentives to do so by Israel and the US.
Even in this case, SSR would probably not exceed the limits of the
reorganization schemes that have been on the table since 2002. Uke
reforms
discussed in the context of the .
from Gaza do not aim at bringing about
establishino firm control over informal Pales
oppositional groups and paramilitary forma
tions although a possible accommodation of Hamas and the PI] in a
post-withdrawal scenario might arguably provide new impetus for local
reform initiatives.
leadership are equally
for SSR under a 'new'
grim, as this leadership will undoubtedly lack Arafat's political standing
and will most likely find it difficult to establish
and power all
across the Palestinian
which is the sine qua non for
menting effective reforms. Apart from these scenarios, there is also
the lurking risk of the imminent
of PNA institutions. The result
could be the development of a militia phenomenon reminiscent of the
Somali case, with increasing extortion, random violence against Israelis
and
attacks on Palestinian collaborators, a term that may
then come to include political moderates or factional rivals. IS?
the only
for substantial and
SSR in
the Occupied Territories lies in a just resolution of the Israeli-Palestin
ian conflict,
to the establishment of a
politically and
viable Palestinian state. The experience of Palestinian
See Sayigh, Yezid, 'The Palestinian Strategic Impasse," In Survival, Vol. 44
(2002) No.4, pp. 7-21, p. 16.
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reform since 2002
that the democratic transforma
tion of the Palestinian security sector can only be considered in the
level.
context of a
solution on the
forceful and sustained international involvement and a
reorientation on the part of the dominant international and regional
actors.
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